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Introduction

About ESMweb™
The ETAP Safety Manager (ESM) is a central managing and control system that helps you to monitor,
adjust and maintain your emergency lighting system.
Therefore each luminaire connected to your ESM network is given a unique code. The ESM can easily
identify the luminaires individually and automatically report whether all luminaires work properly.
You can either choose between a wired or wireless network, or a combination of both. With ESM you
will not only manage your self contained or your centrally supplied ‘ETAP Battery System’ (EBS)
emergency luminaires’, but also DALI emergency units and K9 LED modules, which you can build into
your luminaires.
ESMweb™
Since your ESM system is connected to the Internet, you will always have access to it through the
World Wide Web. ESMweb™ is an ‘embedded web server’ application for monitoring an emergency
lighting system, which runs in the ‘ESM web controller’. The ESMweb™ application can be accessed
from any PC in the corporate network or connected to the Internet - by a standard web browser.

ESM stands for superior security
• At a single glance you can see whether all your emergency lighting luminaires are working
properly. The ESM software immediately alerts you as soon as security is no longer fully
guaranteed.
• You can not only monitor your emergency lighting system, but also actively manage it from
any location.
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•

•

You can set an automatic test time, operate a maintained lamp, launch an interim test or place
the luminaire in rest mode.
This enables you, among others, to:
o Comply with the IEC62034 standard, which recommends preventing the simultaneous
testing of luminaires in the same space.
o Prevent tests being carried out at an unwanted time.
o Prevent all luminaires from burning out at the same time during a planned power failure –
just place your luminaires in rest mode.
Even if the communication with the network breaks down you will receive an error message. In
the meantime your emergency lighting luminaires will run fully independently; including the
built-in self-test functionality.

Save time during error messages
In accordance with European standard EN50172, all emergency lighting systems must be regularly
checked in order to ensure safety during power failures. You have to keep a logbook with all these
checks, which is a time-consuming task, especially if it involves an extensive system.
ESM completely takes over this task from you by saving all the necessary details. You can always
retrieve the history and current status for each luminaire or print a logbook with all the required
information about checks and maintenance sessions.
After error messages you will receive information you need to immediately repair the failure, such as
location on a floor plan or photo, type of luminaire, description of the failure, required spare parts, etc.
This allows you to quickly take the necessary measures.
For preventive maintenance purposes, you can always request detailed information about dedicated
emergency luminaires and their lamp burning hours and battery autonomy.
Remote management
Remote buildings can be easily monitored and managed from any PC connected to the Internet. As a
result, it is no longer necessary to appoint an emergency lighting manager for each building. Based on
the maintenance report you can collect the spare parts necessary for maintenance in advance. The
maintenance of the full ESM system can take place in one visit.
In order to display the status of your luminaires in a third party BMS, you can upload a daily updated
export file. The system can also send an e-mail to pre-chosen e-mail addresses on a daily basis or
user defined schedule.
Simple installation
The ETAP Safety Manager is easy to install and simple to adjust to your building’s structure, even if it
changes afterwards.
All you have to do is logically split up your luminaires into a list, which follows your building’s structure.
As soon as your network is installed, your ESM software will automatically recognise all luminaires. An
ETAP specialist can assist you to successfully complete this start-up process.
User-friendly interface
In order to search for a luminaire, click through your building’s images and floor plans or treestructure.
ESMweb™ will show all relevant information and possible action in the specific context. With only two
clicks of the mouse, ESM will give you the necessary information to correct the problem. With its
layered interface, user-friendly approach and clear visual feedback, ESMweb™ is easy to learn and
use.
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How to use ESMweb™ and this manual
ESMweb™
For this edition of the ESM software, special attention was paid to the intuitive use of the web
application; ESMweb™.
With the aid of the user manual this application is intended to be used by everyone, from the
inexperienced user to emergency lighting technicians and software administrators. By granting specific
user rights to the various users, you can decide on the extent & level of information accessible to any
particular user, thereby securing your ESM data against accidental improper use.
The following user rights are available:
• Receptionist rights are sufficient for a receptionist of the error messages or emergency mode
scenarios, which are then forwarded to a technician.
• Viewing rights are meant for every user who only requires information about the composition
and/or state of the ESM system and its components.
• Maintenance rights together with viewing rights are sufficient for emergency lighting
technicians responsible for the maintenance of the ESM system.
• Management and ‘System management’ rights together with other user management rights
are required for administrators who manage the system’s structure and the application.
An ETAP specialist can assist you with the start-up of the ESMweb™ application and the development
of the structure of the ESM system.
With the above and your knowledge of Microsoft Windows, an Internet browser and Adobe Acrobat
Reader, you will quickly become familiar with ESMweb™.



Also read the ‘ESMweb™ application conventions’ on page 11.

Reference manual
In this reference manual you will find the necessary information to understand all the underlying
aspects of the various application screens, in order to perform your tasks with ESMweb™.
The titles of the application modules and screens correspond to the titles of the paragraphs in this
manual. Therefore use the table of contents as a guideline when searching for information.
You can view this manual both in its printed form and electronically using Adobe Acrobat Reader.
While using the application, just click on the [Help] button
browser window will open with this manual.

on any ESMweb™ screen. A second

Make use of the Acrobat Reader window with the table of contents, the bookmark or the ‘page
overview’ (thumbnails view) in order to find the correct reference.
All page references in the manual are interpreted as hyperlinks on which you can click to go to the
relevant section.



In the ESMweb™ application, also make use of the screen tips that appear when you mouse
over a button or icon.
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Conventions
ESMweb™ application conventions
In the middle of the title zone on each application screen you will see the name you or your colleague
has given to the ‘ESM web controller’.
The ESMweb™ application consists of five or six modules, which you can open with the module
buttons, which are clearly visible on each screen.
You will recognise the active module by the module name in the title zone on each screen, to the right
of the ‘ESM web controller’ name (see page 36). Except the Dashboard (see page 18), which has a
specific layout.
The module buttons are the following:
Dashboard




Luminaires

Systems
overview
(optional)

Maintenance

Management

Preferences
and settings

Always use the above module buttons to switch to a module. Avoid the use of the [Back] or
[Next] browser buttons.
The module button [Systems overview] will only be displayed when you have luminaires that are
linked to an ‘ETAP Battery System’ (EBS).

The colour of the Dashboard or title area in the other modules (
glance the overall status of the ESM system, together with:
or
Standby mode

Emergency mode

,

or

) provides at a

(
exceptional).
Communication error
on (a part of) the ESM system

For the correct meaning, see the Dashboard section on page 18 et seq.



It may be useful to click on the [Page refresh] button
to update the detailed information on
the screen, when some data changes are not immediately visible.

Conventions in this manual
device

this can be an emergency luminaire, but also any other part of the ESM system such as an
EBS unit, a remote control or an EUG
luminaire this is an autonomous or an EBS emergency lighting luminaire (a device with a light source)
module this term indicates the main classification of the ESMweb™ application
screen this term indicates a ‘webpage’ as part of a module
box
this term indicates a rectangular zone on a screen
area
this term indicates a rectangular zone within a box
name
a name in italics indicates a screen option without a name
nn
one or more italic characters indicate a variable text, which is to be replaced by its actual
value – ’n’ typically indicates a numeric value and ‘x, y and z’ alphanumeric values
<A>
character(s) between 'less than’ and ‘greater than” brackets indicate a key on the keyboard
[OK]
characters between square brackets indicate a button on the screen; in this example the
‘OK’ button.
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enter
means ‘key in a command or text’ and press <Enter>
type
means ‘key in a command or text’ and DO NOT press <Enter>
page nn page references are shown as hyperlinks; just as for the table of contents you can click on it
to view the page concerned (when consulting the manual on-screen)





Indicates a note with further information
Indicates a note with important information
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Problems
If you have problems with the ESMweb™ application, first check whether your PC and the installed
software meet the system requirements described below.
If this does not solve the problem, contact your ‘Information & Communication Technologies’
administrator (ICT administrator) and/or your system administrator for the ESMweb™ application.
If problems persist, contact the ‘ETAP Emergency lighting’ department.
Contact details:
service@etaplighting.com
ETAP Lighting International NV
Antwerpsesteenweg 130 – 2390 Malle
Tel: +32 (0)3 310 02 11

System requirements
For the optimal use of ESMweb™ the following is required:
Your PC screen should have at least a minimum horizontal screen resolution of 1280 pixels.
The vertical resolution is less important (720, 768, 800 or 1024 pixels).
• You need an Internet browser. The following versions meet requirements:
o Microsoft Edge version 40.15063 or higher.
In case you have a lower version, you can use Firefox, which can be downloaded on
http://www.firefox.com. If you do not have enough user rights to install software on you PC,
you can use the “portable version”. Therefore installation is not needed. You can download
the Firefox Portable version on http://www.portableapps.com.
o Firefox version 3.0 of higher
o Safari
o Opera
o Chrome
• The browser must have Adobe Acrobat Reader version 4.0 or higher
• Your browser must be JavaScript enabled.
•
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Starting and signing in
Start your browser and go to the ESMweb™ application’s domain name or IP address (provided by
your ICT administrator). The login screen appears in your PC’s language (as reported by your
browser).

Login box name
The name of the login box is the name assigned to your ‘ESM web controller’ (see page 95).
Under this box you will see the version number of the ESMweb™ application.
Username:
Write the username you have received from your ESMweb™ system administrator.
Password:
Write the password you have received from your ESMweb™ system administrator. This
password can be changed (see page 117). Make sure to have a strong unique password.
Remember me on this computer checkbox
If you tick this checkbox, ESMweb™ will automatically suggest your username the next time you
start the web application on the same PC and you only have to write your password.
If you untick the checkbox, your username will no longer appear the next time you open
ESMweb™ after a subsequent successful login on the same computer.
Configuration mode checkbox
Tick this checkbox if you wish to change settings in ESMweb™. Therefore you need the relevant
user rights (see page 117).



The [Management] button
is only available on all the web application’s screens if you have
Management rights and tick this checkbox.
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The user who logged on in configuration mode is the only one who can change the
configuration at this time. Other users who also wish to log on in configuration mode must
wait until this user has logged off.
A user logged on in configuration mode is automatically logged off by ESMweb™ after 15
minutes of inactivity.

[Sign in]
Click on this button after having completed all fields to access the web application. The
Dashboard will appear (see page 18) if your username and password are known and typed
correctly (case-sensitive).
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Dashboard
The Dashboard appears when you log on or if you click on the [Dashboard] button
or [Emergency mode] button

(see page 28)

(see page 19) in another ESMweb™ module.

A quick glance on the dashboard will inform you whether the ESM system is operating properly or
whether there is a problem somewhere. The dashboard also gives you fast access to the relevant
information and the other ESMweb™ application modules using the buttons on this screen.

The Dashboard consists of four information sections, from top to bottom:
• General information and buttons.
• Standby mode or emergency mode (whether or not in rest mode).
• Notifications, potentially resulting in the change in colour of the Dashboard and duration tests.
• ‘Go to’ other modules by one or more buttons, which can be viewed depending on your
ESMweb™ user rights or the installation properties (EBS).

General information
At the top in the title zone you will see general information consisting of (from left to right):
• Title; this is the name assigned to your ‘ESM web controller’ (see page 95).
• ESMweb™ username assigned to you.
• ‘Sign off’ link (see page 27).
•

– implying that the communication
Where applicable, the [Communication error] button
with the ESM system failed completely of partially (see page 27).

•

[Page refresh] button
click on this button to update the information on the screen.



Further information can be found under ‘ESM status description and general buttons’ on
page 27.
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You will see the [Help] button
in the second section under the buttons above. Click on this
button to open this manual in a new browser window (see page 29).

Standby mode or Emergency mode and Rest mode
On the left in the Dashboard’s second section you will see an icon:
Standby mode
This icon indicates that the ESM system is fully in stand-by mode – power is available
everywhere in the ESM system.

Emergency mode (and emergency mode bar)
If a power failure occurs somewhere in the ESM system, the Emergency mode icon occurs in the
blue bar instead of the Standby mode icon.
Click on the blue bar to open or close the Emergency mode table and the Rest mode table with
the matching luminaire information.

Emergency mode table
In the top table you will see the luminaires in emergency mode – their emergency lamp is on.
Code, Serial number, Description and Type
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Mode
.
Here you will see the Emergency mode (luminaire) icon
Location
The name of the location as configured in the logical system structure of this ESMweb™
application (see page 78).
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[Set to rest mode]
Select one or more luminaires in the table and click on this button to turn off their lamp. The
luminaire or luminaires will be moved to the bottom table.





Only when the physical environment of the luminaire or luminaires is safe, may
it be put in rest mode. As a result the battery will not discharge during a chosen
power failure. This guarantees safety after the power returns.
[Set all to rest mode]
Click on this button to turn off the lamps on all luminaires in emergency mode (see also the
warning above). They will be moved to the bottom table.
[Show details]
Select a device and click on this button to view its detailed information. You will see this
information on the Luminaire screen (see page 39) or on the ‘Systems overview’ screen (see
page 50).
You can also double-click on a device line to see this information.
A ‘luminaire in emergency mode’ can also appear in the bottom rest mode table instead of in the
top emergency mode table. This happens when its battery charge is used up or if the luminaire
was manually (not through ESMweb™) set in rest mode or in so-called ‘inhibiting mode’. (See
also the Inhibit column in the rest mode table below)

Rest mode table
In the bottom table you will see the luminaires set in rest mode – the luminaire lamp is off.
Code, Serial number, Description and Type
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Mode
.
Here you see the rest mode icon
Location
The name of the location as configured in the logical system structure of this ESMweb™
application (see page 78).
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Inhibit
A luminaire that has been manually set in ‘inhibiting mode’, immediately appears in the rest
mode table, not in the emergency mode table. It is ticked in this column during emergency
mode.



Inhibiting mode prevents the battery from emptying during emergency mode. This is
primarily applied on an emergency lighting luminaire in a technical space such as a
power cabin, giving the electrical engineer light when needed to repair the power
failure.
[Set to emergency mode]
Select one or more luminaires in the table and click on this button to turn their lamp back on.
The luminaire or luminaires will be moved back to the top table.





If the battery has insufficient energy to switch on the light, the luminaire will remain in
rest mode and not be moved to the emergency mode table.
[Set all to emergency mode]
Click on this button in order to turn on the lamps in all luminaires in rest mode. They will all
be moved to the top table, with the exception of luminaires with an insufficient battery charge
(see also the above note).
[Show details]
Select a device and click on this button to view detailed information. You will see this
information on the Luminaire screen (see page 39) or on the ‘Systems overview’ screen (see
page 50).
You can also double-click on a device line.
The luminaire will disappear from either the emergency mode table or the rest mode table when
it is back under power – the emergency lamp will continue to burn for a short time.
The emergency mode bar and therefore also both tables, automatically will disappear when all
luminaires are back under power.

Error messages
Dashboard colour
ESMweb™ signals problems in the system by notifications. These notifications must each time be
confirmed, which indicates that you have viewed them.



When a notification is confirmed, it is moved to the ‘confirmed notifications' table (see page 23).
This has the major advantage that you can distinguish new notifications from existing
notifications.
If you have confirmed all notifications, the colour of the dashboard will change (see below).

The Dashboard colour and also the title bar colour on the other module screens (see also
page 28) change depending on the presence of notifications and notification confirmations:
•
•
•

green – no notifications and no confirmed notifications;
orange – one or more new (unconfirmed) notifications of luminaire failures;
yellow – there is only one or there are only multiple ‘confirmed notifications’.
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Notifications
to open the table with the current notifications. The number of
Click on the [Notifications] button
notifications is indicated between brackets next to the button. Use the same button to close the table.



You can run through the locations of the ‘luminaires with a notification’ in the Search box in the
Luminaire module (see page 34) and/or the ‘Systems overview’ module (see page 44), and
potentially see it represented graphically.

The columns in the table contain the following information:
Failure
The icon represents one of the following notifications (hover the mouse over the icon to view
the matching captions):



Lamp failure

Battery charge failure

Electronics failure

Communication failure

Duration test permanently deferred

Light sensor failure

Incandescent lamp failure

The number behind the communication failure icon specifies the number of luminaires
with which communication is not possible.

Date
Date and time when the notification was raised.
Code, Serial number and Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Location
The name of the location as configured in the logical system structure of this ESMweb™
application (see page 78).
Type
Type of notification, such as, for example, ‘Test results’ for a new notification or also
‘Reminder’ for a notification confirmed earlier (see page 23) for which the expiration date has
passed.
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[Confirm]
Select one or more lines in the table and click on this button to confirm the notification(s) ‘as
read’. The relevant luminaire notification(s) is/are moved to the ‘Confirmed notifications’ table with
the additional feature of an automatic new notification date (see below in the next paragraph).
[Show details]
Click on a line and click on this button to view detailed information about the device. You will see
this information on the Luminaire screen (see page 39) or on the ‘Systems overview’ screen (see
page 50).
You can also double-click on a device line.
Confirmed notifications
to open the table with the currently confirmed
Click on the [Confirmed notifications] button
notifications. Their number is indicated between brackets next to the button. Use the same button to
close the table.

The columns in the table contain the following information:
Failure
The potential failure icons are the same as under Notifications on page 22.
Date
Date and time when the notification was made.
Code, Serial number and Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Location
The name of the location as configured in the logical network structure of this ESMweb™
application (see page 78).
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Notify again on
This is an automatically completed date at the time of the notification confirmation. You can
also click in this field to display a calendar on which you can select another reminder date.





If the reported problem is not solved on the date provided, the notification will appear
again in the notification table (see page 22) as a ‘Reminder’.
The automatic period between confirmation and ‘notify again’ is established in the
notification preferences (see page 110).

[Show details]
Click on a line and click on this button to view detailed information about the device. You will see
this information on the Luminaire screen (see page 39) or on the ‘Systems overview’ screen (see
page 50).
You can also double-click on a device line.

Running duration tests
Click on the [Running duration tests] button
to open the table with luminaires executing a
duration test. Their number is indicated between brackets next to the button above the table. Use the
same button to close the table again.

The columns in the table contain the following information:
Code, Serial number and Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Location
The name of the location as it is configured in the logical system structure of this ESMweb™
application (see page 78).
[Stop test]
Click on a line and click on this button to stop the running test. The button is greyed out if you do
not have the relevant user rights.



You must have maintenance or system management user rights (see page 114).
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[Show details]
Click on a line and click on this button to view the detailed information about the device. You will
see this information on the luminaire screen (see page 39) or on the ‘Systems overview’ screen
(see page 50).
You can also double-click on a device line.

'Go to' Luminaires, Maintenance or Management
Below the Dashboard you will see the buttons you have available to display the other modules in the
web application. The options are:
[Luminaires]

[Systems overview] (optional)

[Maintenance]

[Management]

For further information see page 28.
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Modules – general
ESMweb™ consists of a Dashboard and modules, which are displayed by pressing module buttons.
The modules are subdivided into screens that are displayed by a (drop-down) menu.



Some module buttons are only available if you have the relevant user rights.
Other ESMweb™ components, such as buttons and drop-down menu options can only be
viewed if they are relevant. Buttons can also be greyed out if they do not apply at that time.

Luminaire information
On nearly all screens you will see information about the luminaires, primarily in the form of a table. The
following data identifies a luminaire:
• Code: a unique combination of figures or letters assigned to the luminaire by the user during
start-up (see page 98);
• Serial number: the luminaire’s serial number – a fixed number that is assigned to the
luminaire during production at ETAP and is read from the luminaire’s electronics by
ESMweb™; the serial number of an EBS luminaire consists of three components that have the
following meaning: ‘luminaire number / circuit / EBS module number’;
• Description: description of the luminaire (e.g., location), assigned to the luminaire by you or
your colleague;
•

Type: graphic representation of the luminaire, as maintained
or also for another device

or non-maintained

,

in the ESM network.

Table manipulation
In the ESMweb™ application you will see a lot of information in the form of a table. You can
manipulate all tables as follows:
• In order to scan through the data in a table, you typically use the vertical scrollbar. You can,
however, also use the mouse by placing the cursor in a table and using the mouse wheel.
• In all tables you can click on a column title to sort the table in ascending or descending
order, in accordance with the information in the relevant column, For example, in order to view
the luminaire with the ‘lowest code’ or the ‘highest code’ at the top of the table.
• You can sometimes filter a table, for example, on Code, Serial number, Description, etc. An
input field will appear under these column titles for this purpose.

•
•

Write the value of the luminaire in such a field. As you enter more characters, only the
luminaires will be displayed that have a corresponding value.
When you move the mouse cursor between column titles, it will change into a horizontal
double arrow . If at that time you keep the left mouse button pressed down, you will be able
to adjust the width of the column by moving the mouse to the left or to the right.
In all tables with luminaires you can double-click on a line with luminaire information to
display the relevant luminaire, taking you to the Luminaire module (see page 31) or to the
‘Systems overview’ module (see page 43).



In the Search box of the Luminaire module and the ‘Systems overview’ module you
will see the location of the luminaire or the EBS unit respectively. In the Overview box
you will also see the other devices of the same level (in the same space) and in the
Details box all specific information about the lamp, battery, tests and the selected
luminaire or EBS unit itself.
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ESM status and general buttons
Not only the Dashboard reports the status of the ESM system; the title bar on all other ESMweb™
screens makes this obvious. The following paragraphs describe the components of this title bar, which
partially correspond to those on the Dashboard (see page 18).

In the middle of the title bar you will see the name assigned to your ‘ESM web controller’ (see also
page 95), followed by the name of the active module.
At the right of the title bar, you will see, the ESMweb™ username with which you logged on (see also
page 117).
Signing out
Click on the Sign off hyperlink to leave the web application. Click on [OK] in the next dialogue window,
to leave the web application.
You will be automatically signed out
• If you close the browser
• Or if you do not use the web application for some time (if you have preset this)



The time for the latter, the ‘Time out’, can be viewed and adjusted in your user profile
(see page 117).
If you signed in to change the configuration (see page 16), you will always be
automatically signed out after 15 minutes of inactivity.

Standby mode or Emergency mode
All ESMweb™ screens show the ESM standby mode or the ESM emergency mode. In the module’s
title bar this is different from the Dashboard (see page 18).
If the entire ESM system is in standby mode, you will not see an icon in the right top corner on the
module screens.
If there is a power failure somewhere in the ESM, you will see the [Emergency mode] button as in
the title bar screenshot shown above.
[Emergency mode]
Click on this button to open the Dashboard (see page 19). Open the tables with ‘luminaires in
emergency mode’ with the emergency mode bar.
Communication breakdown
If there is a communication failure between the ‘ESM web controller’ and the ESM system or a part
thereof, you will immediately become aware of it through the [Communication error] button in the
right-hand top corner of every ESMweb screen (where the [Emergency mode] button can be found).
[Communication error]
Click on this button to open the ‘Physical network structure’ screen (see page 80). You can see
where the communication failed in this screen.
Page refresh
to update the on-screen information. This is useful if you look
Click on the [Page refresh] button
at the information on the same screen for a long period of time. It may also be necessary if, for
example, you are adjusting a luminaire and the result of your actions is not immediately visible.
If the [Page refresh] button is red
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Title bar colour
The title bar colour at the top of the module screens changes depending on the presence of
notifications and notification confirmations, in the same way as the Dashboard colour (see page 21):
green – no notifications and no ‘confirmed notifications’;
•
orange – one or more new (unconfirmed) notifications of luminaire failures;
•
yellow – there is only one or there are only multiple ‘confirmed notifications’.
•

Module buttons
The ESMweb™ application consists of five modules.
From the first module, the Dashboard, you can display the other modules with the ‘Go to’ buttons at
the bottom (see page 25).
For example, in the Dashboard click on [Luminaires].
In the Luminaires module and the other modules you will see the module buttons at the top left of
the screen.



Always use the module buttons to switch or return to another module. Avoid using the browser
buttons [Back] or [Next]



.

On the Luminaires screen and on the various Maintenance screens you will see two or more
horizontal bars, similar to the Search bar.
Click on a bar to open a closed table or box or to close an open table or box.
[Dashboard]
Click on this button to return to the Dashboard (see page 18).
[Luminaires]
Click on this button to go to the Luminaires module (see page 31).
See illustration above.
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[Systems overview]
Click this button to go to the ‘Systems overview’ module (see page 43).



The module button [Systems overview] will only be displayed when you have luminaires
that are linked to an ‘ETAP Battery System’.

[Maintenance]
Click on this button to go to the Maintenance module (see page 53).



This button is only available if you as an ESMweb™ user have the rights to consult
maintenance data (see page 117).

[Management]
Click on this button to go to Management (see page 95).



This button is only available if you, as an ESMweb™ user, have the rights to alter the
system structure and if you logged on in configuration mode (see page 117 and page 16).

[Preferences and Settings]
Click on this button to go to the ‘Preferences and settings’ module (see page 104).
Help
to open this manual in a new browser window or browser tab.
Click on the [Help] button
Use the Adobe Acrobat Reader functions to consult the manual, just as you use it to consult
ESMweb™ reports (see next paragraph).

Reports
You can also print the content of some screens. Where this is possible, you will see the [Print report]
button

(usually at the bottom of the screen).

When clicking on this type of button – for example in the first Maintenance screen ‘Installed luminaires’
(see page 56), you will open a new browser window or a new browser tab with the Adobe Acrobat
Reader program.
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You can navigate through the document with the Adobe Acrobat Reader functions.
You can print out this report and/or save it as a PDF document.
Close the browser window to close the report.



This program has its own help function.
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Search
Click on the [Luminaires] button
to open the Luminaires module (see figure on page 36). The top
box in this module is the general Search box.



You will find information about the other specific functions of this module in the Overview
(page 36) and Details (page 39) section of this chapter.

In the Search box of the Luminaires module (as well as the Maintenance module; see page 53), you
can easily search for a luminaire and/or its location.



If applicable, you can also search here for EBS luminaires, but not EBS units. Use the ‘Systems
overview’ module to search for EBS units (see page 44).
You can recognise an EBS luminaire from the three-part EBS serial number (see ‘Luminaire
information’ on page 26).

To do so, click on Search in the Search bar.
The Search box will open. In this box you can search a luminaire or location by name or navigate to
the location of a luminaire in three ways.

Search a location by name
If you know (part of) the name – the code (see page 26) – of a luminaire, you can quickly search the
luminaire’s data.
Search location
Type the code for the luminaire in the ‘Search location’ field. As soon as you have typed two
letters or numbers for the code, you will see a drop-down menu with all codes containing the
relevant alphanumeric symbols. Continue to type. The list in the drop-down menu will become
shorter as you type in more characters. Select the relevant luminaire in the drop-down menu.



You can also type the name of a level (see page 95).

[Search]
Select a luminaire in the drop down menu (see above) and click on [Search] to view it in the
overview table under the Search box.
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As soon as you select a luminaire, the luminaire’s data will appear in the table(s) under the Search
box.



If images appear at the same time, you will also see the location of the luminaire on the image
with a yellow star icon

(see paragraph ‘Search a location with images’ below).

Search a location with level lists
In the Search box, you can also find a luminaire by looking through the levels of the system structure.
To do so, initially click on the ESM web controller name in the drop-down menu farthest to the left in
the Search box – the highest level.
An ‘All luminaires’ drop-down menu will appear to the right of the highest drop-down menu, which
contains the list of underlying levels. In it, again select an underlying level by name. Continue until all
‘All luminaires’ drop-down menus are used.



If images appear at the same time, you can also ‘Search a location with images’ in the next
paragraph.

Use the parent-child structure to drill down through the levels. By clicking a drop-down menu you will
see the names of the successive levels (in accordance with the ESM system structure, see page 78).
When you reach the lowest level, all luminaires of this level will appear in the table under the Search
box. Click here to select the desired luminaire.

Search a location with images
In the Search box, you can also navigate to a luminaire graphically provided that the system structure
has been created graphically (see the section on Management on page 95).
Initially click on the ‘ESM web controller’ name in the drop-down menu farthest left in the Search box.
The highest level image appears under the drop-down menu.
On the image you will see one or more green frames. Place the cursor within such a frame. The frame
will turn blue and its name will appear in the caption.
Click in the frame to select the lower level. The selected zone now has a red frame and a new image
will appear to the right with again other frame(s).
Continue to click in the framed zones.
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You will see, in accordance with the ESM system structure (see also page 100) – the graphical display
of successive levels with their name (for example site, building, floor, room, etc.).
Lastly, you will see all luminaires in the lowest selected level in the furthest image to the right and in
the table under the Search box. Click in this image on the desired luminaire to be selected.
and
You will now see where the selected luminaire is located indicated with a yellow star icon
where, on the same level (in the same space) other luminaires are located – indicated with a white
.
star icon

Search through previous and next notification
If there are notifications, you can also quickly and in detail glance through the list of ‘luminaires with
notifications’ (see also the Notification table on the Dashboard on page 22) and determine where the
relevant luminaires are located.
To do so, use the Search box in the Luminaire module (if necessary, click on the Search bar). You will
see two buttons in the box’s right top corner.
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[Previous notification]
Click on this button to display the previous luminaire for which a notification is given in the
Overview table and also on the floor plan image in the Search box with the yellow star icon
the image with luminaires exists; see page 102).

(if

[Next notification]
Click on this button to display the next luminaire for which a notification is given in the Overview
(if the image
table and also on the floor plan image in the Search box with the yellow star icon
with luminaires exists).



The buttons [Previous notification] and [Next notification] work for all luminaires and for EBS
units (see ‘Systems overview – Search for EBS unit’ on page 44) together, in the sequence of
the events.
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Overview
Click on the [Luminaires] button

to view the Overview box with luminaires.

In the table you can consult the status of a luminaire. The Details box under the overview box is
initially empty.
If you click on a line in the Overview box, the details of the selected luminaire will appear in the Details
box (see page 39).





The properties of EBS luminaires are different from those of autonomous luminaires. You will
recognise them from, for example, the three-part EBS serial number (see ‘Luminaire
information’ on page 26).
In this case, consult the Details box of the EBS luminaire on page 48.

You can manipulate the table as indicated in the ‘Table manipulation’ paragraph on page 26.

Confirm notification
Just assume that a notification has been given for a luminaire. If you then use the [Show details]
button under the Notifications table on the Dashboard (see page 22), you will see the relevant
luminaire selected in the Overview table.
You can also confirm the notification here (see below).
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[Confirm]
Click on this button to confirm the notification.
The reminder date is automatically registered (see the ‘notify again’ column on page 23), unless
you have previously chosen another date in the field below.
‘and notify me again on’
If you click on this field before clicking on the [Confirm] button above, you will be able to choose a
reminder date for the notification in the calendar.

Luminaires table
In the table columns you will see the following information (place the cursor on an icon to view the
relevant caption):
Code, Serial number, Description and Type
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Mode
Possible luminaire modes:
Standby mode

Emergency mode (possibly also ‘After lighting’)

Rest mode

Function test

Duration test
Duration test deferred
Lamp
Maintained luminaires can be switched ON or OFF by ESM and also locally. Both settings
together determine the status of the lamp.
ESM

Local

Lamp

ON

ON

turned on

OFF

ON

turned off

ON

OFF

turned off

The field is empty for non-maintained luminaires.
Tests
Possible test results:
‘Test result OK’
Lamp failure

Battery failure

No communication

‘Duration test permanently deferred’

Light sensor failure

Incandescent lamp failure
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Switching and/or testing
Depending on the type of selected luminaire, one or more of the following drop-down menus will
appear at the top right of the Overview table.
These drop-down menus are not available here for EBS luminaires (see ‘Systems overview’ ‘Switching and/or testing’ on page 46).



You can only change the status of a luminaire if you have Maintenance user rights (see
page 117).

‘Set mode to’
In this drop-down menu you can choose from the following options (depending on the situation):
‘Set to rest mode’
Switches the luminaire from emergency mode to rest mode.
‘Set to emergency mode’
Switches the luminaire from rest mode to emergency mode.



These menu options have the same functionalities as under ‘Emergency mode’ and ‘Rest
mode’ on the Dashboard (see page 19).

Switch
In this drop-down menu you can choose (depending on the situation) from the following items:
Switch off
Switch off the burning maintained lamp.
Switch on
Switch on the turned off maintained lamp.
Switch settings
Click on this menu item to go to ‘Maintenance – Switch settings’ for the selected luminaire
(see page 70).



Test

In Detail box's Lamp area (see page 39) you will find buttons with the same functions.

In this drop-down menu you can choose from the following items (depending on the situation):
‘Start function test’
Use this item to manually start an additional function test for the selected luminaire.
‘Start duration test’
Use this item to manually start an additional duration test for the selected luminaire.
‘Stop test’
Use this menu item to stop the running function test or duration test.
Test settings
Click on this menu item to go to ‘Maintenance – Test settings’ for the selected luminaire (see
page 60).



In the Details box's Test area (see page 39) you will find buttons with the same functions.
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Details
In the Details box of the Luminaires module you can consult all data about the luminaire selected in
the Overview box (see page 36).



For EBS luminaires, consult the Details in the ‘Systems overview’ chapter on page 48.

Here too you have buttons available to change the status of a luminaire and to go to the settings
screens.



You can only change the luminaire’s status if you have Maintenance user rights (see page 117).

The Details box is divided into four areas with detailed information about Lamp, Battery, Test and
Luminaire.

Lamp
Lamp code:
This is ETAP’s lamp code.
Lamp:
This is the same Lamp status icon as in the Overview table on page 37.
Lamp function time:
The ‘total time the lamp has burned’ is expressed in hours and displayed graphically.
The number under the time bar provides the expected lifetime of the lamp. If the lamp
burning hours exceed this expectation, the graphic will change colours as an indication for its
recommended replacement.
Last replacement:
Here you will see the date on which the lamp was last replaced. An empty field implies that
the original lamp is still in use.
Mode:
This is the same luminaire status icon as in the Overview table on page 37.
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Inhibit
If this text appears at the bottom of the Lamp area it means that the luminaire is connected in
‘inhibiting mode’.



Inhibiting mode keeps the battery from discharging in emergency mode. This mode is
primarily applied to an emergency lighting luminaire in a technical space such as a
power cabin. As a result the electrical engineer will have light to repair the power
failure. The luminaire will start burning by handling the external switch.

[Switch off] / [Switch on]
In the event of a ‘luminaire of the permanent type’ this button will switch the lamp off or on
(see also the Switch drop-down menu above the Overview table on page 38).
[Switch settings]
Click on this button to go to ‘Maintenance – Switch settings’ for the selected maintained
luminaire (see page 70).
[Register lamp replacement]
Click on this button when the lamp is replaced and confirm by clicking on [OK] in the next
dialogue window.
The lamp function time goes to zero and the action is registered in the logbook.



This action cannot be reversed!

[Set in rest mode] / [Emergency mode]
This button only appears if the luminaire is in emergency/rest mode. This function
corresponds to similar Dashboard buttons in case of emergency mode and rest mode (see
page 19) and also the ‘Set mode’ drop-down menu above the Overview table (see page 38).

Battery
Battery code:
This is ETAP’s battery code.
Battery duration:
The battery duration is expressed in minutes and displayed graphically. This is the result of
the last duration test.
The number in the middle under the time bar provides the battery’s minimum duration. If the
duration falls below this minimum, the graphic will change colours to indicate its necessary
replacement.

Sufficient battery duration (grey)

Insufficient battery duration (red)

Last replacement:
Date on which the battery was last replaced; an empty field implies that the original battery is
still in use.
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[Register battery replacement]
Click on this button if the battery is replaced and confirm by clicking on [OK] in the next
dialogue window.
The previous duration result is deleted and replaced by that of the new battery, as soon as it
is available. The action is registered in the logbook.



This action cannot be reversed!

Test
Test result:
This is the same Test-status icon as in the Overview table on page 37.
Next function test:
Date and time when the next automatic function test will start.
Next duration test:
Date and time when the next automatic duration test will start.
[Start function test] / [Stop function test]
Use these buttons to manually start an additional function test for the selected luminaire or to
stop the current function test (see also the Test drop-down menu above the Overview table
on page 38).
[Start duration test] / [Stop duration test]
Use these buttons to manually start an additional duration test for the selected luminaire or
stop the current duration test (see also the Test drop-down menu above the Overview table
on page 38).
[Test settings]
Click on this button to go to ‘Maintenance – Test settings’ for the selected luminaire (see
page 60).

Luminaire
Type number:
This is ETAP’s luminaire code.
Installation date:
This is the date on which the luminaire was installed.
Duration:
This is the declared value for the battery duration – the minimum lamp burning hour in
emergency mode.
Reference:
This is the Reference number read by the ‘ESM web controller’ from the luminaire (see also
the ‘Assigned luminaires’ table in ‘Assign (and remove) detected luminaires’ on page 98).
BUS-adapter:
This is the identification of the BUS adapter that is used by the ‘ESM web controller’ to check
and control the luminaire (see also 'Physical network structure' on page 80).
COM-server:
This is the identification of the controller's own COM port or the remote COM server used by
the ‘ESM web controller’ to check and control the luminaire.
[Logbook]
Click on this button to go to ‘Maintenance - Logbook’ for the selected luminaire (see
page 59).
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Wireless
This notification specifies that a wireless connection has been used. This field will be empty
in all other cases.
[Print report]
Click on this button to create a report for the selected luminaire (see also page 29).
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Search
Click the [Systems overview] button
to open the ‘Systems overview’ module (see the figure on
page 45). The top box of this module is the general Search box.



You can find information about the other specific functions of this module in the paragraphs
Overview (page 45) and ‘Details EBS unit’ (page 50) of this chapter.

EBS luminaire
In the Search box of the Luminaires module (see page 31) as well as the Maintenance module (see
page 53), you can easily search for an EBS luminaire and/or its location.
You can do this using the same method as for an autonomous luminaire.
Note that the title and the contents of the Details box of the luminaire screen changes when you select
an EBS luminaire (see 'Details EBS luminaire’ on page 48).



You recognise an EBS luminaire from the three-part EBS serial number (see ‘Luminaire
information’ on page 26).

EBS unit
In the Search box of the ‘Systems overview’ module, you can easily search for an EBS unit and/or its
location, but not for an EBS luminaire.



In the Search box of the Maintenance module (see page 53), you can search for both an EBS
luminaire and an EBS unit.

The search systems that you use for the EBS units are the same as those for the autonomous
luminaires (see Search on page 32).
The search environment of the ‘Systems overview’ only differs on a few points:
• If you enter alphanumeric characters in the ‘Search location’ field, only the names of EBS units
will be displayed (when the characters match).
• In the second and the following drop-down menus of the Search box, you can specify ‘All EBS
units’.
•
•
•

in the illustration of a room (of course, only when there is
You will see an ‘EBS unit’ icon
an EBS unit in this room).
You will only see one or more EBS units in the Overview box (when the relevant location has
been selected in the Search box).
The buttons [Previous notification] and [Next notification] work for all luminaires (see ‘Search
through previous and next notification’ on page 34) and for EBS units together, in the
sequence of the events.
On the ground floor illustration of the Search box, you recognise the ‘EBS unit with an error
notification’ from the ‘selected EBS unit’ icon
(provided that the illustration with the EBS unit has been created; see page 98).
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Overview
Click the [Systems overview] button

to view the Overview box with EBS units.

In the table you can consult the status of an EBS unit. The Details box under the Overview box is
initially empty. If you click on a line in the Overview box, the details of the selected EBS unit will
appear in the Details box. The Details box will be slightly different depending on the exact type of EBS
(see page 50).



You can manipulate the table as indicated in the ‘Table manipulation’ paragraph on page 26.

Confirm notification
Just assume that a notification has been given for an EBS unit. If you then use the [Show details]
button under the Notifications table on the Dashboard (see page 22), you will see the relevant EBS
unit selected here in the Overview table.
You can also confirm the notification here (see below).
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[Confirm]
Click this button to confirm the notification.
The reminder date is automatically registered (see the ‘Notify again on’ column on page 23),
unless you have previously chosen another date in the field below.
‘and notify me again on’
If you click this field before clicking on the [Confirm] button above, you will be able to choose a
reminder date for the notification in the calendar.

‘EBS units’ table
In the table columns you will see the following information (place the cursor on an icon to view the
relevant caption):
Code, Serial number and Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Mode
Possible ‘EBS unit’ modes:
Standby mode

Emergency mode (possibly also ‘After lighting’)

Rest mode

Function test

Duration test
Test result
Possible test results:

Duration test deferred

‘Test result OK’



Lamp failure

Battery failure

Electronics failure

No communication

‘Duration test permanently deferred’

The electronics failure is only related to the EBS unit in this table.
The lamp failure relates to one of the related luminaires and either means an electronics failure
or a lamp failure (fluorescence or LED).

Switching and/or testing
Depending on the type of selected EBS unit, one or more of the following drop-down menus will
appear at the top right of the Overview table.



You can only change the status of an EBS unit if you have Maintenance user rights (see
page 117).

Switch
In this drop-down menu you can choose from the following options (depending on the situation):
Switch off
Switch off all burning maintained lights belonging to the EBS unit. This will not affect the
belonging non-maintained lights.
Switch on
Switch on all maintained lights belonging to the EBS unit, which have been switched off. This
will not affect the belonging non-maintained lights.
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Switch settings
Click this menu item to go to ‘Maintenance – EBS switch settings’ for the selected EBS unit
(see page 74).


Test

In the 'EBS unit’ area of the Details box (see page 50) you will find buttons with the same
functions.

In this drop-down menu you can choose from the following options (depending on the situation)
and the type of EBS unit:
Start function test
Use this menu item to manually start an additional function test for the selected EBS unit.
Start duration test
Use this menu item to manually start an additional duration test for the selected EBS unit.
Stop test
Use this menu item to stop the possible running duration test.
Test settings
Click this menu item to go to ‘Maintenance – EBS test settings’ for the selected EBS unit
(see page 65).



In the Test area of the Details box (see page 50) you will find buttons with the same
functions.
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Details EBS luminaire
In the Details box of the Luminaires module you can consult all data about the EBS luminaire selected
in the Overview box of the Luminaires module (see page 45).
Here, you will not have buttons available to change the status of a luminaire and to go to the settings
screens. See ‘Details EBS unit’ on page 50.

The Details box is divided into three areas with detailed information about Lamp, Test and Luminaire.

Lamp
Lamp code:
This is ETAP’s lamp ordering code.
Lamp:
This is the same Lamp status icon as in the Overview table on page 37.
[Register lamp replacement]
Click on this button when the lamp is replaced and confirm by clicking on [OK] in the next
dialogue window.
The lamp function time goes to zero and the action is registered in the logbook.



This action cannot be reversed!

Circuit:
Here you see to which current circuit of the EBS unit, indicated in the following field, the lamp
is connected.
EBS unit:
Here you see to which EBS unit the lamp is connected.
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Mode:
This is the same luminaire status icon as in the Overview table on page 37.

Test
Test result:
This is the same Test status icon as in the Overview table on page 37.
Last function test:
Date and time when the last function test was carried out.

Luminaire
Type number:
This is ETAP’s EBS luminaire ordering code.
Installation date:
This is the date on which the EBS luminaire was installed.
Reference:
This is the Reference number read by the ‘ESM web controller’ from the EBS luminaire (see
also the ‘Assigned luminaires’ table in ‘Assign (and remove) detected luminaires’ on
page 98).
BUS adapter:
This is the identification of the BUS adapter that is used by the ‘ESM web controller’ to check
and control the EBS luminaire (see also 'Physical network structure' on page 80).
COM server:
This is the identification of the controller’s own COM port and/or the remote COM server
used by the ‘ESM web controller’ to check and control the EBS luminaire.
[Logbook]
Click this button to go to ‘Maintenance - Logbook’ for the selected EBS luminaire (see
page 59).
[Print report]
Click this button to create a report for the selected EBS luminaire (see also page 29).
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Details EBS unit
In the Details box of the ‘Systems overview’ module, you consult all data about the EBS unit selected
in the Overview box (see page 45).



For details of the EBS luminaires, consult ‘Details EBS luminaire’ on page 48.

Here too you have buttons available to change the status of an EBS unit and to go to the settings
screens.



You can only change the mode of the EBS unit when you have Maintenance user rights (see
page 117). Depending on the type of EBS, the details window will be slightly different.
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The Details box is divided into four areas with detailed information about the EBS Unit, Battery, Test
and Details.

EBS unit
Name:
This is the description of the EBS unit determined in the ESM installation (see page 95).
Mode:
This is the same ‘EBS unit’ status icon as in the Overview table on page 46.
[Switch off] / [Switch on]
With this button you switch off, or on respectively, all ‘luminaires of the permanent type’
belonging to the EBS unit (see also the Switch drop-down menu above the Overview table
on page 46).
[Switch settings]
Click this button to go to ‘Maintenance – EBS switch settings’ for the selected EBS unit (see
page 74).
Circuit currents:
You see here the current power consumption in the different current circuits of the selected
EBS unit (maximum of 3.5 A).
[Reset system warnings]
If available, you click this button to initialise all system warnings of the EBS unit. You can
determine and reset such a warning through ESMwebTM or through the display of the EBS
unit.
This warning will, for example, occur for a ‘deep discharge’ of the battery (that must be
confirmed by an operator “as seen”, in accordance with the applicable standards).
ESMweb displays the ‘deep discharge’ here using a battery failure icon
in the logbook (see page 59).
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Battery
Battery code:
This is ETAP’s battery ordering code.
Battery duration:
The battery duration is expressed in minutes and displays the value as set in the EBS unit.
If this value is achieved during the duration test, the battery is OK (and the test is
interrupted). More details about this can be found in the Logbook (see page 59).
Battery voltage:
This is the current battery voltage.
Charge current:
This is the battery’s charging current.

Test
Test result:
This is the same Test status icon as in the Overview table on page 46.
Next function test:
Date and time when the next automatic function test will start.
Next duration test:
Date and time when the next automatic duration test will start.
[Start function test]
Use this button to manually start an additional function test for the selected EBS unit (see
also the Test drop-down menu above the Overview table on page 46).
[Start duration test] / [Stop duration test]
Use these buttons to manually start an additional duration test for the selected EBS unit or to
stop the current duration test (see also the Test drop-down menu above the Overview table
on page 46).
[Test settings]
Click this button to go to ‘Maintenance – EBS test settings’ for the selected EBS unit (see
page 65).

Details
Type number:
This is ETAP’s EBS unit ordering code.
Installation date:
This is the date on which the EBS unit was installed.
Reference:
This is the Reference number read by the ‘ESM web controller’ from the EBS unit (see also
the ‘Assigned luminaires’ table in ‘Assign (and remove) detected luminaires’ on page 98).
BUS adapter:
This is the identification of the BUS adapter that is used by the ‘ESM web controller’ to check
and control the EBS unit (also see 'Physical network structure' on page 80).
COM server:
This is the identification of the controller’s own COM port and/or the remote COM server
used by the ‘ESM web controller’ to check and control the EBS unit.
[Logbook]
Click this button to go to ‘Maintenance - Logbook’ for the selected EBS unit (see page 59).
[Print report]
Click this button to create a report for the selected EBS unit (see also page 29).
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Search and maintenance screen selection
Click on the [Maintenance] button

to open the Maintenance module (see figure on page 56).

Here you can search for a single luminaire or a group of luminaires. Choose the desired maintenance
data for the selected luminaire or luminaires by a selection menu.

Search
Use the Search box to search for a luminaire (location), with its name, level lists or illustrations, in the
same way as under Search in the Luminaires module (see page 32).

Selection menu
Under the Search bar in the Maintenance screen you will see the Show drop-down menu.
The information screens below can be called up through this menu. With an exception for the 'Physical
network structure' screen, the content of the box under the menu is limited to the selection you made
through Search (see previous section).
Installed luminaires
Overview of the installed luminaires; see page 56.
Status per luminaire
Results of the last function and duration tests and lamp burning hours; see page 57.
Logbook
List of all notifications per luminaire or EBS unit (if applicable), with possibly detailed
information; see page 59.
Test settings
Test settings as defined for a specific level of the system structure or luminaire; see page 60.
EBS test settings
‘EBS test settings’ as defined for a specific level of the system structure or an EBS unit; see
page 65.
Switch settings
Switch settings as defined for a specific level of the system structure or luminaire; see
page 70.
EBS switch settings
‘EBS switch settings’ as defined for a specific level of the system structure or an EBS unit;
see page 74.
Logical system structure
Overview of the luminaires connected to the logical system structure, displayed in a tree
structure; see page 78.
Physical network structure
Overview of the physical network structure of the ESM system, displayed in a tree structure;
see page 80.
Repair commands
Overview of the current repair commands; see page 86.
Lamp replacements
Overview of the registered lamp replacements; see page 87.
Battery replacements
Overview of the registered battery replacements; see page 88.
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Preventive maintenance for lamps
Overview of the luminaires with their lamp burning hours and the last lamp replacements;
see page 89.
Preventive maintenance for batteries
Overview of the luminaires with the results of their duration tests and the last battery
replacements; see page 91.
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Installed luminaires
Every time you open the Maintenance screen, you will see the ‘Installed luminaires’ box. If you wish to
return to this overview, choose ‘Installed luminaires’ in the ‘Show’ drop-down menu in the Maintenance
module.
Typical for this overview of the installed luminaires is that you can group/sort the luminaires according
to their type or system date (see ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26).

In the ‘Installed luminaires’ box you will see a table with the following columns:
Code, Serial number and Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and also ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Type
The icon indicates the type of luminaire:
, not maintained
or not determined.
maintained
Installation date
This is the date on which the luminaire was first recognised by the ‘ESM web controller’.
The date can be changed manually in Management with the ‘Assign detected luminaires’ tab (see
page 98).

[Print report]
Click on this button to create a report about the luminaires in the table (see page 29).
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Status per luminaire
Select ‘Status per luminaire’ in the ‘Show’ drop-down menu in the Maintenance module to open this
table.
In this overview you will see the results of the last device tests and the total lamp burning time. You
can select and sort the luminaires and EBS units (see ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26).

In the ‘Status per luminaire’ box you see the table with the following columns:
Code, Serial number and Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and also ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Last function test
Date
Date on which the last function test was carried out.
Result
Result of the last function test, represented by an icon:
‘Test result OK’




‘Lamp failure’

‘Battery charge failure’

‘Electronics failure’

‘Communication failure’

‘Duration test permanently deferred’

‘Light sensor failure’

‘Incandescent lamp failure’

If a function test is running, you will still see the data for the last completed function test.
For an EBS unit in the table, the electronics failure is only related to the EBS unit itself.
The lamp failure of an EBS luminaire either means an electronics failure or a lamp failure
(fluorescence or LED). There are no light sensor failures or incandescent lamp failures for
EBS.
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Lamp function time (hours)
This is the total number of hours the lamp has burned. This field is always empty for an EBS unit
and an EBS luminaire.
Last duration test
Date
Date on which the last duration test was carried out.
Result
Result of the last duration test, represented by an icon:
‘Test result OK
Battery charge failure
Battery duration (min)
Duration of the battery in minutes, measured during the last duration test.



If a duration test is running, you will still see the data for the last completed duration test.

[Print report]
Click on this button to create a report about the status of the selected luminaires (see page 29).
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Logbook
Select Logbook in the ‘Show’ drop-down menu in the Maintenance module to open the tables in the
logbook.
The logbook contains a list of all notifications per device with detailed information where applicable.
Here you can consult and print the logbook information for each device separately.
You can filter, group and/or sort devices using the column titles as criterion (see ‘Table manipulation’
on page 26).



The information in this table is the same as in the Overview table on the Luminaires screen (see
page 37), but with the difference that you can also see an EBS unit icon
column (if applicable).

in the Type

Select a device in the top table to view its logbook information.
The logbook information is the list of all events since the installation of the device. In the bottom table
you will see this logbook information for the selected device with the following columns:
Log moment
Date and time of the notification. By default the last notification is at the top of the list.
Message
Description of the notification.
Result
Detailed information about the notification.



You can also click here on the column title(s) to change the sorting order.

[Print report]
Click on this button to create the logbook for the selected device (see page 29).
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Test settings
Select Test settings in the Show drop-down menu in the Maintenance module to open the test settings
of the autonomous luminaires (not EBS) in the ESM installation.



As an ESMweb™ user you can only change the test settings here if you have maintenance
rights (see also page 117). Furthermore you must have activated the ‘Configuration mode’
checkbox when logging in (see page 16).

You see here the test settings as defined for a specific level of the system structure or a specific
luminaire.

The screen is divided into two boxes.
In the top box you will consult or change the test settings for the selected level, whereby you can apply
said settings to underlying levels and luminaires (see also the ‘Logical system structure’ on page 78).
In the bottom box you consult or change the test settings for the underlying levels (see page 62) or for
the luminaires of the selected level in the top box (see page 63).



Function tests are conducted on a weekly basis. You cannot set a date for this.
The start date for the function test and the duration test is the same.
The duration test replaces the function test on the planned date.
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The luminaires will be on during the duration tests.
From a safety aspect it is important that this takes place in a period when there is still sufficient
time to recharge before someone returns.
Also ensure that this takes place at a moment when no one is disturbed in the space where the
luminaires are installed.

Test settings for - level
Applies own settings checkbox
Tick this checkbox if you wish to set the tests for the relevant level. The other fields in the box will
automatically receive a default value, which you can amend as you choose.
Start time for function and duration tests: nn:nn drop-down menus
Click on each drop-down menu and choose the hour or minutes (adjustable per 15 minutes) at
which the tests are to start.
Duration test schedule drop-down menu
Choose one of the three possible schedules:
Periodic menu-item
Start date:
Click in the field to open the calendar on which you choose a date. If desired, choose
another month with the [next] and/or [previous] arrows in the top bar.
Period: drop-down menu
Choose the interval between duration tests; 13 weeks (quarter), 17 weeks (quarter), 26
weeks (half year) or 52 weeks (year).
Predefined menu-item
Planned duration tests
Choose a date on the calendar (can be another month) and click on the [Move right]
button

to add the date to the right list field. In order to remove a date, click on the

[Move left] button



.

After the last planned duration test the luminaires continue to carry out their own
duration tests with an interval of 13 weeks each.
Random menu item
The ESMweb™ system spreads the test dates over the various luminaires in the same
space, so that the luminaires are never tested at the same time and continue to burn.
Allowed weekdays: checkboxes
Tick the week days on which tests may be carried out.
Period: drop-down menu
Choose the interval between duration tests; 13 weeks (quarter), 17 weeks (quarter), 26
weeks (half year) or 52 weeks (year).
[Apply]
If the current own test settings level applies and you have deactivated the ‘Applies own settings’
checkbox, you can implement deactivation with this button.
This button will be greyed out if the current level has no specific ‘own settings’.

OR

[Apply and preserve deviating settings]
Click on this button if you have identified ‘own settings’ for the current level and if you want all
underlying levels and luminaires ‘without own settings’ to take over these test settings.
All underlying levels and luminaires 'with their own settings' retain their own deviating test
settings.
[Apply to the underlying levels]
Click on this button if you have identified ‘own settings’ for the current level and if you want all
underlying levels and luminaires to take over these test settings (any deviating settings will be
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overwritten).
Confirm the setting by clicking on [OK] in the next dialogue window.

[Print report]
Click on this button to create a report about the test settings for all luminaires under the selected
level, classed by any intermediate levels (see page 29).

Test settings for underlying levels
You will see this box if there are other levels under the current level (in the top box, see previous
paragraph on page 60).

Table
Select the level to view the (deviating) settings.
Deviating settings
If an underlying level has other test settings than the current level, you will see the ‘Deviating
in the left column.
settings’ icon
Level
Name of the underlying level.



If this level deviates, you can cancel the deviation in this box (see button below).

If you wish to set or change a deviation, double click on the table line to move the
relevant level to the top box.
At the same time you will see the settings for any underlying levels in this bottom box.
If there are no more underlying levels, this box will be replaced with the ‘Test settings
for underlying luminaires’ box (see following paragraph).
Start time for function and duration tests: nn:nn: The time of day at which the tests will start for
this underlying level.
Duration test schedule: Three possible schedules: Periodic, ‘Previously defined’ or Random; see
above on page 60 et seq.
Period:
Optional for the periodic and random schedule, the interval between the duration tests: 13
weeks (quarter), 17 weeks (quarter), 26 weeks (half year) of 52 weeks (year).
Start date:
Optional for the periodic and random schedule, the date on which the next duration test will
start.
Allowed weekdays:
Optional for the random schedule, weekdays on which the duration tests may take place.
Planned duration tests:
Optional for the ‘previously defined’ schedule, the dates on which the duration tests will take
place.
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[Revert to overlying settings]
If an underlying level has deviating test settings, you can undo the deviation with this button.

Test settings for luminaires of the selected level
You will see this box if there are no other levels under the current level (in the top box, see page 60) –
only luminaires.

Table
Select the luminaire to view the (deviating) settings.
Deviating settings
If a luminaire has test settings other than the selected level, you will see the ‘Deviating
in the left column.
settings’ icon
Code, Serial number and Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Double-click on a table line to view the detailed information for the selected luminaire in the
Luminaires module (see page 39).
Applies own settings checkbox
Select the required luminaire in the table above.
If the checkbox is not ticked, you will see in the box’s greyed out fields the test settings from the
selected luminaire, which are taken over from the overlying level.
Tick this checkbox if you wish to change the settings for the selected luminaire. Initially, the other
fields in the box keep the values from the overlying level.
Start time for function and duration tests: nn:nn drop-down menus
The time of day on which the tests will start.
Duration test schedule: drop-down menu
Two possible schedules (see also top of page 60):
Periodic menu-item
Next duration test:
Start date for the next duration test.
Period:
Interval between duration tests: 13 weeks (quarter), 17 weeks (quarter), 26 weeks
(half year) or 52 weeks (year).
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Predefined menu-item
Planned duration tests:
List with dates for the duration tests.
[Apply deviating settings]
Click on this button to implement the changed test settings for the luminaire.
[Revert to the overlying settings]
If the luminaire has deviating test settings, you can cancel the deviation with this button.



By default a newly connected luminaire always has its ‘own settings’.
Each ESM luminaire has its own test calendar, which also runs if the luminaire is not connected
to an ESM network.
Therefore you have to cancel the ‘own settings’ if you want the new luminaire to take over the
test settings from the overlying level.
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EBS test settings
Select EBS test settings in the Show drop-down menu of the Maintenance module to open the test
settings for the EBS units of the ESM installation.



As an ESMweb user you can only change the test settings here if you have maintenance rights
(see also page 117). Furthermore, you must have activated the ‘Configuration mode’ checkbox
when logging on (see page 16).

Test settings for EBS Superior have to be entered by using the ‘manage EBS’ button as illustrated on
page 50. Clicking this button will guide you to the webpage of the EBS Superior system which gives
you full control over the system as if you were in front of it.
You see here the test settings as defined for a specific level of the network structure or for a specific
EBS unit with the related EBS luminaires.

The screen is divided into two boxes.
In the top box you consult or change the default test settings for the selected level, where you can
apply these settings to underlying levels and EBS units (see also the ‘Logical system structure’ on
page 78).
In the bottom box you consult or change the test settings for the underlying levels (see page 67) or for
the EBS units of the selected level in the top box (see page 68).





Function tests are conducted on a daily or weekly basis.
The start time for the function test and the duration test is the same.
The duration test replaces the function test on the planned date.
All EBS luminaire lights will be on during the duration tests.
From a safety aspect it is important that this takes place in a period when there is still sufficient
time to recharge before someone is present (again).
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Also ensure that the test takes place in a way that no one is disturbed in the space where the
luminaires are installed.

EBS test settings for - level
Applies own settings checkbox
Tick this checkbox if you wish to set the tests for the relevant level. The other fields in the box will
automatically receive a default value, which you can amend as you choose.
Function test
Set the parameters for the function tests.
Start time: nn:nn drop-down menus
Click on each drop-down menu and choose the hour and minutes (adjustable per 15
minutes) at which the tests are to start.
Interval: nn days drop-down menu
Click the drop-down menu and choose the number of days between the consecutive function
tests.
Duration test
Set the parameter for the duration tests.
Start date
Click in the field to open the calendar on which you choose a date. If required, choose
another month with the [next] and/or [previous] arrows in the top bar.
After the duration test on the scheduled date, the duration test will repeat itself automatically
after 26 weeks (half a year) unless you set a new start date at an earlier date.
[Apply]
If the current level follows its own test settings and you have deactivated the ‘Applies own
settings’ checkbox, you can implement the deactivation with this button.
This button will be greyed out if the current level has no specific ‘own settings’.

OR

[Apply and preserve deviating settings]
Click this button if you have identified ‘own settings’ for the current level and if you want all
underlying levels and EBS units ‘without own settings’ to take over these test settings.
All underlying levels and EBS units 'with their own settings' retain their own deviating test
settings.
[Apply to the underlying levels]
Click this button if you have identified ‘own settings’ for the current level and if you want all
underlying levels and EBS units to take over these test settings (any deviating settings will be
overwritten).
Confirm the setting by clicking [OK] in the next dialogue.
[Print report]
Click this button to create a report about the test settings of all EBS units under the selected level,
classed by any intermediate levels (see page 29).
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EBS test settings for the underlying levels
You will see this box if there are other levels under the current level (in the top box, see previous
paragraph on page 65).

Table
Select the level to view the (deviating) settings.
Deviating settings
If an underlying level has other test settings than the current level, you will see the ‘Deviating
in the left column.
settings’ icon
Level
Name of the underlying level.



If this level deviates, you can undo the deviation in this box (see button below).
If you wish to set or change a deviation, double click on the table line to move the
relevant level to the top box.
You will also immediately see the settings for any underlying levels in this bottom box.
If there are no more underlying levels, this box will be replaced with the ‘Test settings
for underlying EBS units’ box (see following paragraph).

Function test
You will see the (deviating) parameters for the function tests.
Start time: nn:nn:nn
You will see the hour, minutes (can be set for each 15 minutes) and seconds when the test
will start.
Interval: nn days
You will see the number of days between the consecutive function tests.
Duration test
You will see the (deviating) parameter for the duration tests.
Start date
You will see the start date for the duration test.
[Revert to the overlying settings]
If an underlying level has deviating test settings, you can undo the deviation with this button.
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EBS test settings for the EBS units of the selected level
You will see this box if there are no other levels under the current level (in the top box, see page 65) –
only EBS units.

Table
Select the EBS unit to view the (deviating) settings.
Deviating settings
If an EBS unit has other test settings than the selected level, you will see the ‘Deviating
in the left column.
settings’ icon
Code, Serial number and Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Double click a table line to view detailed information about the selected EBS unit in the ‘Systems
overview’ module (see page 50).
Applies own settings checkbox
Select the required EBS unit in the table above.
If the checkbox is not ticked, you will see in the box’s greyed out fields the test settings which the
selected EBS unit takes over from the overlying level.
Tick this checkbox if you wish to change the settings for the selected EBS unit. Initially, the other
fields in the box keep the values from the overlying level.
Function test
Set the parameters for the function tests.
Start time: nn:nn drop-down menus
Click on each drop-down menu and choose the hour and minutes (adjustable per 15
minutes) at which the tests are to start.
Interval: nn days drop-down menu
Click the drop-down menu and choose the number of days between the consecutive function
tests.
Duration test
Set the parameters for the duration tests.
Start date
Click in the field to open the calendar on which you choose a date. If required, choose
another month with the [next] and/or [previous] arrows in the top bar.
After the duration test on the scheduled date, the duration test will repeat itself automatically
after 26 weeks (half a year) unless you set a new start date at an earlier date.
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[Apply Deviating settings]
Click this button to implement the changed test settings for the EBS unit.
[Revert to the overlying settings]
If the EBS unit has deviating test settings, you can undo the deviation with this button.



By default a newly connected EBS unit always has its ‘own settings’.
Each EBS unit has its own test calendar, which also runs if the EBS unit is not connected to an
ESM network.
Therefore you have to undo the ‘own settings’ if you want the new EBS unit to take over the test
settings from the overlying level.
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Switch settings
Select Switch settings in the Show drop-down menu of the Maintenance module to open the switch
settings for the autonomous maintained luminaires (not EBS) in the ESM installation.



As an ESMweb™ user you can only change the switch settings here if you have maintenance
rights (see also page 117). Furthermore, you must have activated the ‘Configuration mode’
checkbox when logging on (see page 16).

You see here the switch settings as defined for a specific level of the system structure or a specific
luminaire.

The screen is divided into two boxes.
In the top box you consult or change the default switch settings for the selected level, whereby you
can apply these settings to underlying levels and luminaires (see also the ‘Logical system structure’ on
page 78).
In the bottom box, you consult or change the switch settings for the underlying levels (see page 71) or
the luminaires of the selected level in the top box (see page 72).



It is possible that no switch setting is defined from the highest level to a specific luminaire level.
In this case the maintained luminaires cannot be turned on and off automatically, in which case
the luminaire lamps will always be on.

Switch settings for - level
Applies own settings checkbox
Tick this checkbox if you want to change the settings for the relevant level.
Maintained luminaires not switchable via ESM radio button
Activate this radio button if you do not want ESMweb™ to switch the maintained luminaires.
These luminaire lamps will always burn.
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Maintained luminaires switchable via command and via a daily schedule radio button
Activate this radio button if you want ESMweb™ to switch the maintained luminaires by
means of a command and/or on the basis of daily programming.
Activate automatic switching with following daily revolving schedule: checkbox
Tick this checkbox to set the automatic switching for the maintained luminaires with
recurrent daily schedule.
Luminaires are switched on from: nn:nn till nn:nn drop-down menus
Click in the hours and minutes drop-down menus and select a value to set the
switch-on time for the maintained luminaires. Outside of this period these lamps will
be turned off.
[Apply]
If the current own switch settings level follows and you have deactivated the ‘Apply own settings’
checkbox, you can implement deactivation by means of this button.
This button will be greyed out if the current level has no specific ‘own settings’.

OR

[Apply and preserve deviating settings]
Click on this button if you have identified ‘own settings’ for the current level and if you want all
underlying levels and luminaires ‘without own settings’ to take over these switch settings.
All underlying levels and luminaires ‘with own settings’ will preserve their deviating switch
settings.
[Apply to the underlying levels]
Click on this button if you have identified ‘own settings’ for the current level and if you want all
underlying levels and luminaires to take over these switch settings (any deviating settings will be
overwritten).
Confirm the setting by clicking on [OK] in the next dialogue window.

Switch settings for the underlying levels
You will see this box if there are still further levels under the current level (in top box, see previous
paragraph on page 70).

Table
Select the level to view the (deviating) settings.
Deviating settings
If an underling level has switch settings other than the current level, you will see the
in the left column.
‘Deviating settings’ icon
Level
This is the name of the underlying level.
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If this level deviates, you can cancel the deviation in this box.
If you wish to set or change a deviation, double-click on the table line to move the
relevant level to the top box. You will also immediately see the settings for any
underlying levels in this bottom box.
If there are no further underlying levels, this box will be replaced with the ‘Switch
settings for underlying luminaires’ box (see next paragraph).

Switch settings:
Click on a level in the table to view its switch settings in this field.
[Revert to the overlying settings]
If an underlying level has deviating switch settings, you can cancel the deviation with this button.

Switch settings for luminaires of the selected level
You will see this box if there are no further levels, only luminaires, under the current level (in the top
box, see page 70).

Table
Select the luminaire to view the deviating settings.
Deviating settings
If a luminaire has other switch settings than the selected level, you will see the ‘Deviating
in the left column.
settings’ icon
Code, Serial number, Description and Type
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
The switch settings only apply to maintained luminaires. Information is greyed out for nonmaintained luminaires.
Double click on a table line to view detailed information about the selected luminaire in the
Luminaires module (see page 39).
Applies own settings checkbox
Select the required luminaire in the table above.
If this checkbox is not ticked, you will see in the box’s greyed out fields the switch settings of the
luminaire, which are taken over from the overlying level.
Tick this checkbox if you want to change the settings for the selected luminaire. Initially, the other
fields in the box will preserve the values of the overlying level.
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Maintained luminaires not switchable via ESM radio button
Activate this radio button if you do not want ESMweb™ to switch the maintained luminaire.
The selected luminaire lamp will always burn.
Maintained luminaires switchable via command and via a daily schedule radio button
Activate this radio button if you want ESMweb™ to switch the maintained luminaire using a
command and/or on the basis of a daily schedule.
Activate automatic switching with following daily revolving schedule: checkbox
Tick this checkbox to set the automatic switching for the maintained luminaire with a
recurrent daily schedule.
Luminaires are switched on from: nn:nn till nn:nn drop-down menus
Click in the hours and minutes drop-down menus and select a value to set the
switch-on time for the maintained luminaire. Luminaires are switched off outside of
this period.
[Apply deviating settings]
Click on this button to implement the changed switch settings for the selected luminaire.
[Revert to overlying settings]
If the selected luminaire has deviating switch settings, you can cancel the deviation with this
button.
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EBS switch settings
Select EBS switch settings in the Show drop-down menu of the Maintenance module to open the
switch settings for the EBS units of the ESM installation.



As an ESMweb user you can only change the switch settings here if you have Maintenance
rights (see also page 117). Furthermore, you must have activated the ‘Configuration mode’
checkbox when logging on (see page 16).

You see here the switch settings that have been defined for a specific level of the network structure or
for a specific EBS unit, with the related EBS luminaires.



The EBS switch settings apply to all maintained EBS luminaires belonging to a selected EBS
unit. They do not apply to non-maintained EBS luminaires.
Whether an EBS luminaire is maintained or not is determined through a DIP switch in the
luminaire itself. ESMweb cannot switch an EBS luminaire individually.
Depending on the type of EBS unit, it is also possible to set switch settings (calendars) on the
calendars of EBS or of ESM, but not both to keep a clear overview.

The screen is divided into two boxes.
In the top box you consult or change the default switch settings for the selected level, where you can
apply these settings to underlying levels and EBS units (see also the ‘Logical system structure’ on
page 78).
In the bottom box you consult or change the switch settings for the underlying levels (see page 75) or
the EBS units of the selected level in the top box (see page 76).



It is possible that no switch setting is defined from the highest level to a specific EBS unit level.
In this case the EBS units cannot be switched on and off automatically. The maintained
luminaire lamps will continue to burn.
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EBS switch settings for - level
Applies own settings checkbox
Tick this checkbox if you wish to change the settings for the relevant level.
EBS units not switchable via ESM. radio button
Activate this radio button if you do not want ESMweb to switch the EBS units. The belonging
luminaire lamps will always burn.
EBS units switchable via command and via a daily schedule. radio button
Activate this radio button if you want ESMweb to switch the maintained luminaires by means
of a command and/or on the basis of daily programming.
Activate automatic switching with following daily recurrent schedule: checkbox
Tick this checkbox to set the automatic switching for the EBS units with a recurrent daily
schedule.
Luminaires are switched on from: nn:nn till nn:nn drop-down menus
Click in the hours and minutes drop-down menus and select a value to set the
switch-on time for the EBS units. Outside of this period the belonging lamps will be
turned off.
[Apply]
If the current level follows its own switch settings and you have deactivated the ‘Applies own
settings’ checkbox, you can implement the deactivation by means of this button.
This button will be greyed out if the current level has no specific ‘own settings’.

OR

[Apply and preserve deviating settings]
Click this button if you have identified ‘own settings’ for the current level and if you want all
underlying levels and EBS units ‘without own settings’ to take over these switch settings.
All underlying levels and EBS units ‘with own settings’ will preserve their deviating switch settings.
[Apply to the underlying levels]
Click this button if you have identified ‘own settings’ for the current level and if you want all
underlying levels and EBS units to take over these switch settings (any deviating settings will be
overwritten).
Confirm the setting by clicking [OK] in the next dialogue.

EBS switch settings for the underlying levels
You will see this box if there are still further levels under the current level (in the top box, see previous
paragraph on page 74).

Table
Select the level to view the (deviating) settings.
Deviating settings
If an underling level has other switch settings than the current level, you will see the
in the left column.
‘Deviating settings’ icon
Level
The name of the underlying level.
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If this level deviates, you can undo the deviation in this box.
If you wish to set or change a deviation, double click on the table line to move the
relevant level to the top box. You will also immediately see the settings for any
underlying levels in this bottom box.
If there are no further underlying levels, this box will be replaced with the ‘Switch
settings for the underlying EBS units’ box (see following paragraph).

Switch settings:
Click on a level in the table to view its switch settings in this field.
[Revert to the overlying settings]
If an underlying level has deviating switch settings, you can undo the deviation with this button.

EBS switch settings for the EBS units of the selected level
You will see this box if there are no further levels under the current level (in the top box, see page 74)
– only EBS units.

Table
Select the EBS unit to view the (deviating) settings.
Deviating settings
If an EBS unit has other switch settings than the selected level, you will see the ‘Deviating
in the left column.
settings’ icon
Code, Serial number, Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
The switch settings only apply to all maintained luminaires of the EBS unit.
Double click a table line to view detailed information about the selected EBS unit in the ‘Systems
overview’ module (see page 50).
Applies own settings checkbox
Select the required EBS unit in the table above.
If this checkbox is not ticked you will see, in the box’s greyed out fields, the switch settings taken
over by the EBS unit from the overlying level.
Tick this checkbox if you wish to change the settings for the selected EBS unit. The other fields in
the box will initially preserve the values from the overlying level.
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EBS units not switchable via ESM. radio button
Activate this radio button if you do not want ESMweb to switch the EBS unit. The belonging
luminaire lamps will always burn.
EBS units switchable via command and via a daily schedule. checkbox
Activate this radio button if you want ESMweb to switch the EBS unit by means of a
command and/or on the basis of daily programming.
Activate automatic switching with following daily revolving schedule: checkbox
Tick this checkbox to set the automatic switching for the EBS unit with a recurrent daily
schedule.
Luminaires are switched on from: nn:nn till nn:nn drop-down menus
Click in the hours and minutes drop-down menus and select a value to set the
switch-on time for the EBS unit with the belonging luminaires. Outside of this
period the lamps will be turned off.
[Apply Deviating settings]
Click this button to implement the changed switch settings for the selected EBS unit.
[Revert to the overlying settings]
If the selected EBS unit has deviating switch settings, you can undo the deviation with this button.
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Logical system structure
Select ‘Logical system structure’ in the Show drop-down menu in the Maintenance module to open the
structure of the ESM system (see also page 95).
You see here the overview of the luminaires connected to the logical system structure, displayed in a
tree structure.



If applicable, you will also see EBS luminaires here, but no EBS units. See the ‘Physical
network structure’ on page 80) for EBS units.

The screen is divided in two. In the left pane you will see a tree structure, in the right box the table with
the luminaires belonging to a level in the tree structure.
Tree structure
Click on a [+] button to expand a level or click on a [-] button to collapse a level.
You can also double-click on a level to expand and subsequently collapse it.
Click once on a level to view the related luminaires and their status in the right box.
Luminaires table
Code, Serial number, Description and Type
See ‘Luminaire information’ and also ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Mode
Possible luminaire status:
Standby mode

Emergency mode (luminaire) (or continues to burn)

Rest mode

Function test

Duration test

Duration test deferred
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Lamp
Maintained luminaires can be switched ON or OFF by ESM and locally. Both settings
together determine the status of the lamp.
ESM

local

lamp

ON

ON

on

OFF

ON

off

ON

OFF

off

For non-maintained luminaires the field is empty. See also the Luminaires table on page 37.
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Physical network structure
The different elements of an ESM network are interlinked in a physical network structure. The
screenshot below provides a diagram of such cabling.

Select 'Physical network structure' in the Show drop-down menu of the Maintenance module to open
the screen with the description of the physical network structure of your ESM system.
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You can determine how all network elements are interlinked (hierarchically) and whether all elements
work as they should on this screen. Data cannot be changed here; you can do this if required by suing
the ‘Administrator setting' on page 123.
The screen is subdivided in two:
• In the left pane you see the tree structure of your ESM network with the ‘ESM web controller’
and possibly any COM servers and BUS adapters that are connected.
• To the right you see detailed information of the selected network element in the tree structure.
They can be ‘COM server’ or ‘BUS adapter’ boxes.
, you can call up this 'Physical network
If a communication error is notified in the ESM system
structure' screen quickly and simply.
Click on the [Communication error] button on the right in the title bar with this icon (also see
‘Communication breakdown’ on page 27).
The network element that is causing the failure is highlighted in the tree structure using a red
asterisk symbol *. The notification is shown in the related table on the right.
Tree structure pane
Click on a [+] button to expand a level or click on a [-] button to collapse a level.
You can also double-click on a level to expand and subsequently collapse it.
Click on a level in the tree structure once to see the related COM ports or BUS adapters (see the
illustration below) and their status in the right zone.
COM servers
See on the right in the screen illustration above.
‘COM servers’ table
Here you can see the COM servers in the ESM network.
IP address
You see the address of a COM server within your company network in this column.
The first COM server represents the ‘ESM web controller’ itself.
Below this are the COM servers that are linked to it through your company network.
COM-port
This is the communication port in the ‘ESM web controller’ with which the COM server is
switched.
Name
This name will be read out from the relevant COM server.
Failure
‘OK’ specifies that the communication with the relevant COM server is operating
correctly. ‘Communication failure’ specifies that there is a breakdown.
Connected
A green checkmark specifies that adequate COM server information has been acquired
through the relevant COM port. A red cross specifies that this is not OK. An empty field
specifies that this has not yet taken place.
Details box
In this box you see information about the selected COM server in the ‘COM servers’ table
above.
Parent:
This is the name of the higher level in the tree structure with which the COM server is
linked.
IP address:
This is the address of the selected COM server within your company network.
COM-port:
This is the communication port in the ‘ESM web controller’ or in the COM server with
which BUS adapters and/or luminaires are controlled.
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MAC:
This is the unique local hardware address (the so-called ‘Media Access Control’
identification number) that has been assigned to the selected COM server in the
network.
Serial number:
This serial number is read out from the selected COM server.
Name:
This name is read out from the selected COM server.
BUS adapters
See the screen illustration below on the right.
Click on a COM port in the tree structure to see the detailed information about the related BUS
adapters.

‘BUS adapters’ table
Here you see the BUS adapters that belong to the selected COM server in the tree structure.
Segment
In this column you see the sequence number of a BUS adapter.
Details area
In this area you see information about the BUS adapter selected in the ‘BUS adapters’ table
above.
Parent:
This is the COM port in the ‘ESM web controller’ or in the COM server with which the
BUS adapter is controlled.
Segment
This is the sequence number of the selected BUS adapter.
Number of devices:
Here you see the number of devices that are connected to the selected BUS adapter.
Number of luminaires:
Here you see the number of luminaires that the ‘ESM web controller’ controls and
checks through the selected BUS adapter.
Errors area
In this area you see possible error information about the selected BUS adapter.
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‘BUS adapter’ devices
See the screen illustration below on the right.
Click on a BUS adapter in the tree structure to view detailed information about the related ‘BUS
adapter’ devices.

Devices table
Here you see the ‘BUS adapter’ devices in the selected branch of the ESM network.
Code
You see the code of the connected ‘BUS adapter’ devices in this column.
These can be EBS-units, Emergency Unit Gateways, Wireless Coordinators,
Wireless Masters, Wireless Repeaters or Mainsguard Modules.
Serial number
This is the serial number of the device connected to the ‘BUS adapter’.
Description
This description is read from the relevant device.
Tests
These icons display the result of a communication test.
indicates that the communication with the relevant COM server is
The OK icon
operating correctly.
The ‘Communication failure’ icon

indicates that there is a breakdown.

Details area
In this area you see information about the ‘BUS adapter’ device selected in the devices table
above.
Parent:
This is the name of the higher level in the tree structure with which the device is linked.
Type:
Remote control, EUG (Emergency Unit Gateway) or EBS gateway-unit.
Installation date:
This is the installation date of the relevant device.
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Reference:
This is the reference number of the relevant device (see also ‘Product information’ on
page 119).
Test area
Test result:
This icon displays the communication status as in the table above.
Test comment:
In this field, you will see possible test information about the selected remote control or
EUG (Emergency Unit Gateway).
Base address area
This area is only displayed for EBS units.
Base address:
This number represents the address of the first luminaire that is connected to the EBS
unit. You can change this address.
[Change base address]
Change the address in the above field and click this button to implement the change.



WARNING
This function is meant for the commissioning of the EBS unit.
A change to the base address has consequences with regard to all
luminaires linked to the EBS unit. You will have to assign all luminaires to
the original setting in Management afterwards (see page 98).

Group address area
This area is only displayed for Mainsguard Modules.
Group address:
This number represents the group address of the ‘S20-luminaires’ that will
respond to this Mainsguard Module inputs. You can change this group
address.
[Change group address]
Change the group address in the above field and click this button to
implement the change.
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WARNING
This function is meant for the commissioning of the Mainsguard Modules. A
change to the group address has consequences with regard to all luminaires
linked to this Mainsguard Module. Wrong settings can impact safety as
luminaires might no longer respond to an emergency situation when mains
failure is detected.

[Delete]
This button is only active when you select an EUG (Emergency Unit Gateway). If necessary,
you can delete the device with this button.

[Print report]
Click on this button to create a report about the ESM network (see page 29).
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Repair commands
Select Repair commands in the Show drop-down menu in the Maintenance module to view the table
with ‘repairs to be carried out’.



You see here the devices for which a notification or ‘confirmed notification’ exists in the
Dashboard (see page 18).

Code, Serial number and Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and also ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
COM-port – BUS-adapter
Here you see the identification of the COM server with its COM port and the sequence number of
the linked BUS adapter, along which the ‘ESM web controller’ controls the luminaire.
Test result
Potential failures:



Lamp failure

Battery charge failure

Communication failure

‘Duration test permanently deferred’

Light sensor failure

Incandescent lamp failure

Electronics failure

For an EBS unit in the table, the electronics failure is only related to the EBS unit itself.
The lamp failure of an EBS luminaire either means an electronics failure or a lamp failure
(fluorescence or LED). There are no light sensor failures or incandescent lamp failures for
EBS.

Action
These are brief working instructions to help the technician who will carry out the repair.
[Print report]
Click on this button to create a report of the repair commands the technician has to carry out (see
page 29).
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Lamp replacements
Select Lamp replacements in the Show drop-down menu in the Maintenance module to view the table
with luminaires, on which the technician has replaced the lamp and for which they have registered the
replacement with ESMweb™.
This function does not apply to EBS units and EBS luminaires.

Code, Serial number, Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and also ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Date of replacement
Here you will see the date on which the replacement was registered. This date is automatically
imported when registering the lamp replacement. See hereto the Lamp area in the Details box of
the Luminaires screen, see page 39.

[Print report]
Click on this button to create a report of the lamp replacements registered by the technician (see
page 29).
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Battery replacements
Select Battery replacements in the Show drop-down menu in the Maintenance module to view the
table with luminaires, on which the technician has replaced the battery and for which they have
registered the replacement with ESMweb™.
This function does not apply to EBS units and EBS luminaires.

Code, Serial number, Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and also ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Date of replacement
Here you will see the date on which the replacement was registered. This date is automatically
entered when registering the battery replacement. See hereto the the Battery area in the Details
box of the Luminaires screen, see page 39.

[Print report]
Click on this button to create a report of the battery replacements registered by the technician
(see page 29).
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Preventive maintenance for lamps
Select ‘Preventive maintenance for lamps’ in the Show drop-down menu in the Maintenance module to
view the table with the status of the luminaire lamps.
You see here the overview of the luminaires with their lamp burning hours and the last lamp
replacement.
On the basis of this data you can decide which luminaire lamps need replacing. As soon as they are,
you can also register the replacement here.
This function does not apply to EBS units and EBS luminaires.

Lamp function time drop-down menu
You can make a selection depending on the lamp burning hours with this second drop-down
menu. The expected burning hours depend on the type of lamp (see Lamp code on page 39).
The actual burning hours are shown in the table (see below).
Show all luminaires
By default you will see the overview of all luminaires.
Lamp function time < expected lifetime
Overview of luminaires with lamps that do not yet need replacement.
Lamp function time > expected lifetime
Overview of luminaires with lamps eligible to be replaced preventively.
Lamp function time > 150%
Overview of luminaires with lamps that are to be replaced as soon as possible.
Code, Serial number, Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and also ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Lamp function time (hours)
The number of hours the lamp in the luminaire has burned.
Expected lifetime
The average number of hours that this type of lamp normally is expected to burn.
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Last lamp replacement
Date on which the current lamp was installed. An empty field indicates that the original lamp is
still in use.
Date:
If you wish to register a lamp replacement on a day other than the current day, click in this field to
open the calendar and select the replacement date. You have the option to choose another
month with the [next] and/or [previous] arrows in the top bar of the calendar.
[Register lamp replacement]
Select a luminaire in the table and click on this button to set the current date for the lamp
replacement. Confirm by clicking on [OK] in the next dialogue window.
The application will put the lamp function time of the luminaire to zero.



This date cannot be changed subsequently!
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Preventive maintenance for batteries
Select ‘Preventive maintenance for batteries’ in the Show drop-down menu in the Maintenance
module to view the table with the status of the luminaire batteries.
You see here the overview of the luminaires with the results of their duration tests and the last battery
replacement.
Based on this data you can decide which luminaire batteries need replacement. As soon as this is
done, you can register the replacement here.
This function does not apply to EBS units and EBS luminaires.

Duration drop-down menu
You can make a selection depending on the need for replacement with this second drop-down
menu.
Show all luminaires
By default you will see the overview of all luminaires.
Luminaires requiring battery replacement
Overview of luminaires with batteries that cannot be fully charged to reach the assumed
(declared) duration.
Code, Serial number, Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and also ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Duration test result (minutes)
The number of minutes the battery in the luminaire can still supply energy to light the lamp in
emergency mode. This value was measured during the luminaire’s last duration test (see also
page 40).
Duration
The number of minutes the luminaire must be able to burn autonomously. This is the so-called
declared duration.
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Last battery replacement
Date on which the current battery was installed. An empty field indicates that the original battery
is still in use.
Date:
If you wish to register a battery replacement on a date other than the current date, click in this
field to open the calendar and select the replacement date. You have the option to choose
another month with the [next] and/or [previous] arrows in the in the top bar of the calendar.
[Register battery replacement]
Select a luminaire in the table and click on this button to set the date for the battery replacement.
Confirm by clicking on [OK] in the next dialogue window.
The application will set the test result to empty.



This date cannot be changed subsequently!
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Managing ‘system structure’
When clicking for the first time on the [Management] button
below of the Management module.



, you will initially see the screen

You need Management rights and have to log on in configuration mode to see this button.
Otherwise you will be unable to change the system’s logical structure.
You will be able to consult the system structure in the Search box of the Luminaires module and
Maintenance module (see page 32) as well as in the ‘Logical system structure’ (see page 78).
If applicable, you will also see the system structure of the EBS units in the Search box of the
‘Systems overview’ module (see page 44).

The ESM system is managed by means of an ‘ESM web controller’. This is the unit in which all ESM
data is saved and processed and with which the system is controlled.
To make this possible, a logical system structure must be defined, which is a tree structure with levels
in which all luminaires of the ESM system are included.
This structure can be adjusted to the actual situation at any time.

In the left pane you can navigate through the logical system structure (as also indicated on page 78).
Each time you select a component in the structure, you will see the relevant luminaires or the
underlying levels in the right box (see the other paragraphs in this chapter).
You can adjust the structure with the buttons on top of the ‘Structure:’ pane.
ESM web controller
Initially the top of the tree structure bears this name.
Use the ‘Rename level’ option in the pop-up menu (see below) to replace this name with the
name of the environment in which you work (for example, the name of the site or building).
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Always select the level first in the structure that you wish to change. Click on the [+] and [-] buttons
to expand or collapse a level.

[Add level]
Click on this button to open the dialogue window in which you write the name of the new level.
Click on [Add level] in the dialogue window to confirm. The new level will become a sub-level of
the previously selected level.
[Remove level]
Click on this button to open the dialogue window with which you confirm the removal. Click on
[OK] to remove the selected level.



You cannot remove levels for which underlying levels or relevant luminaires still exist. You
will have to remove them beforehand (see also ‘Assign (and remove) detected luminaires’
on page 98).

[Move up]
Click on this button to move the selected level up in the tree structure.
[Move down]
Click on this button to move the selected level down in the tree structure.
[Move left]
Click on this button to apply a higher level to the selected level.
[Move right]
Click on this button to apply a lower level to the selected level.
[Open tree structure]
Click on this button to expand the full tree structure.

Pop-up menu
Select a level in the tree structure and right-click. The pop-up menu appears.
Add level menu option
Ditto [Add level] button above.
Rename level menu option
Click on this menu option to open the dialogue window in which you will change the new
name of the existing level. Click on [Rename level] in the dialogue window to confirm.
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Remove level menu option
Ditto [Remove level] button above.

[Print report]
Select a level and click on this button to create the overview of the installed luminaires in the
selected level and all underlying levels (see also page 29).
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Assign (and remove) detected luminaires
This tab appears in the right box on the Management screen if you select a level in the ‘Structure:’
pane to the left for which no underlying levels exist. If necessary, also click on the ‘Assign detected
luminaires’ tab.
Detected luminaires are luminaires applied to the ‘ESM web controller’, but not yet assigned to a level.
If applicable, the detected luminaires can also be EBS luminaires and EBS units.



In order to be able to assign a luminaire to a level, said level must be at the bottom of the tree
structure (without underlying levels).

You can assign a luminaire detected by the ‘ESM web controller’ or remove a luminaire already
assigned.
Lastly, you can also permanently remove an ‘unassigned luminaire’ from the system (for example in
the event of demolition).
Detected luminaires not assigned to a level table
This is the table furthest to the right on the tab. Also see ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
icon
for an EBS unit in this column
If applicable, you will see an EBS icon
Code
This code is a temporary recognition code, automatically assigned by the ESM system. You
can change this.
Serial nr
This number is unique and was read by the ESM system from the device’s internal
electronics. You can also read it on the luminaire label.
Communication
If a device is no longer connected to the ESM network, the ‘No communication’ icon
will appear in the third column. Only then will you be able to permanently remove the device
(see below).
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[Assign luminaires]
Select one or more luminaires or EBS units in the ‘not assigned’ table and click on this button to
move the devices to the ‘assigned’ table.
The device is then assigned to the selected level in the tree structure.
[Unassign luminaires]
Select one or more luminaires or EBS units in the left ‘assigned’ table and click on this button to
move the devices to the ‘not assigned’ table.
Assigned luminaires for level table
This is the table furthest to the left on the tab. Also see ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
Code, Description, Serial nr
See ‘Luminaire information’ and ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
You can click in the Code and Description fields and subsequently write or change the text.
Install date
The identification date when the luminaire is first connected appears automatically in this
field. If you wish to change the date, click in this field and select the date in the pop-up
calendar. If the date was already entered, you will see the relevant month.
Reference
This reference number corresponds to the device’s barcode, read from the electronics. The
ESM system derives the type of device, the replacement lamp and replacement battery from
this reference number.
You can edit this field if it is not completed automatically. This is the case for luminaires that
are connected through an Emergency Unit Gateway (EUG). The number you write must
correspond to a Reference number in ‘Product information’ (see page 119).
icon
You will see an EBS unit icon

in this column, if applicable.

[Replace]
Select one (and only one) luminaire in the ‘assigned’ table (left).
Click on the [Replace] button to open a dialogue window in which you will see a list of detected
and ‘not assigned’ luminaires. Select a luminaire from this list and click on [Replace] at the bottom
of the list.
The identification details and both test settings and switch settings of the old luminaire are now
taken over by the new luminaire, which is moved to the ‘assigned’ table.
The old luminaire will be moved to the right ‘not assigned’ table immediately.
[Flash]
Select one or more luminaires in one of the tables and click on this button to make the green LED
and the lamp in the luminaire or luminaires flash. This will enable you to easily recognise a
luminaire in its actual environment.
This function does not apply to EBS luminaires.
[Stop flash]
Click on this button to stop all luminaires flashing.



The flashing will stop automatically for safety reasons after 20 minutes.

[Delete]
You will first have to physically remove a luminaire from the ESM system.
will appear in the ‘Detected, not assigned
As a result the ‘Communication failure’ icon
luminaires’ table on the right (see above). Select the luminaire and click on this button in order to
permanently remove the luminaire from the system structure.
Subsequently confirm the removal by clicking on the [OK] button in a dialogue window.
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Manage level maps
This box will appear to the right on the Management screen when you select a level on the left in the
‘Structure:’ pane, which contains one or more underlying levels.
In this box you can link a map (photo, card or map) to a selected level and on this map you can
identify underlying levels with a rectangle.

The image file must be located in a folder to which you have access through your PC. The criteria this
file has to meet, can be seen in the field under the level name.
[Browse]
Click on this button to open the window with which you can navigate to the image file on your PC.
After the selection, you will see the file path and name in the field to the left next to the [Browse]
button.
[Upload level map]
Click on this button to upload the image and add it to the selected level. If the image does not
meet the requirements (as indicated in this field), you will see an error message.
Underlying levels table
In this table you will see one or more underlying levels for the selected level.
Name
Name of the underlying level.
Level linked to rectangle on map
You will see this icon in the table if an underlying level is indicated graphically with a
rectangle on the map (see below). The rectangle will light up red if you select the underlying
level in the table.
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If you select an underlying level in the ‘Underlying levels’ table (see above) the following buttons
above the map are active:

[Remove level map]
Click on this button to remove the image.



You must always first remove an image if you wish to replace it.

[Draw a rectangle to mark an underlying level region on the map]
Click on this button to display the zone of the underlying level on the image.
Follow the instructions that appear under the image. You can also just identify a new rectangle for
the selected level to replace an existing rectangle.
[Remove an underlying level region from the map]
Click on this button to open the dialogue window with which you remove the rectangle with the
selected underlying level of the image. Click on [OK] to confirm the removal.
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Insert images and position luminaires
This tab appears in the right box on the Management screen if you select a level in the left ‘Structure:’
pane for which no underlying levels are defined.
Click also at the top of the box on the 'Insert images and position luminaires’ tab.
In this tab you can link an image (photo, card or map) to a selected level. You can subsequently
indicate the underlying luminaires and, if applicable, EBS units with an icon on this image.

The image file must be located in a folder to which you have access through your PC. The criteria this
file has to meet, can be seen in the field under the level name.
[Browse]
Click on this button to open the window with which you can navigate to the image file on your PC.
After the selection, you will see the file path and name in the field to the left next to the [Browse]
button.
[Upload level map]
Click on this button to upload the image and add it to the selected level. If the image does not
meet the requirements (as indicated in this field), you will see an error message.
Assigned luminaires table
In this table you will see the luminaires, which you have already assigned to the selected level
earlier (see page 98).
Code, Serial nr and Description
See ‘Luminaire information’ and also ‘Table manipulation’ on page 26.
or
Luminaire or ‘EBS unit’ placed on the image
If a device or an EBS unit is placed on the image, you will see the ‘placed’ icon in this
column.
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If you select a device in the ‘Assigned luminaires’ table (see above) the following buttons above the
image are active.

[Remove map from level]
Click on this button if you wish to remove the level illustration and confirm by clicking on [OK] in
the dialogue window.



You always have to first remove an image if you wish to replace it.

[Place a luminaire on the map]
Select a luminaire or an EBS unit in the table and click on this button to move the location of the
device on/to the image. Follow further instructions under the image.
on the image and the ‘inserted luminaire’ icon
in
You will see the ‘selected luminaire’ icon
the table.
If applicable, you will see the 'EBS unit' icon

on the image and the ‘placed EBS unit' icon

in the table.
[Remove luminaire from the map]
Click on a device in the table or on the image, click on this button and click on [OK] in the
dialogue window to remove the luminaire icon or EBS unit icon from the image and table.
[Flash]
Select one or more luminaires in the table and click on this button in order to make the green LED
and the luminaire lamp flash. In this way you can easily recognise the luminaire in its actual
environment. This function does not apply to EBS luminaires.
[Stop flash]
Click on this button to stop all luminaires flashing.



Flashing will stop automatically for safety reasons after 20 minutes.
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Preferences
Click on the ‘Preferences and settings’ button
to open the ‘Preferences and settings’ module.
Select Preferences in the left pane to view and adjust company information.



You can only change company information if you have system management rights (see
page 117).

[Save]
Click on this button at the bottom of the screen to save all changes you have made in this box on
the screen.



The details you write in the fields of this box will be lost if you do not click on [Save].

Company information
Write your company’s details in this box.
Add company information to the heading on maintenance reports checkbox
If you activate this checkbox, all company information you enter in this box will be included in the
reports created by this ESMweb™ application.
Company details
Write the company information in all these fields.
Company logo:
The company logo file must be in JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) format with a
maximum resolution of 100 x 100 pixels and shall have no alpha-channel (transparent color).
[Browse]
Click on this button to open the ‘select’ file dialogue window to locate the company logo file.
After confirmation the file path and name will appear in the Company logo field.
When you click on [Save] (see above), the company logo will appear at the bottom of the screen.



You cannot delete the logo. You can only replace it with another logo (or a blank JPEG
file).
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Settings
Select Settings in the left pane on the ‘Preferences and settings’ screen to view and update the
following settings.



You can only change these settings if you have system management rights (see page 117).

[Save]
Click on this button at the bottom of the screen to save all changes you have made on this
screen.



The details you enter in the various fields on this screen will be lost if you do not click on [Save].

Backup
In this area you set the details required to carry out a daily backup of all ESMweb™ data. All settings
as well as all results for the ESM management, stored in the ESM database, will be backed up.



All this data can be uploaded at any time to a new ‘ESM web controller’, should the current
controller become defective.

Create backup file checkbox
Tick this checkbox if you want a daily backup to be made.
Time: nn:nn drop-down menus
Click in the hours drop-down menu and subsequently in the minutes drop-down menu to
choose the time of the daily backup.
Copy backup to FTP server checkbox
Tick this checkbox if you want the backup file to be saved on a server.
If you do not tick this checkbox, the backup is only saved to the ‘ESM web controller’.
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FTP server access
Write the access details for the FTP server in the various fields. The required information to
do so can be secured from your ICT manager.

Export
In this area you set the details necessary to create regular files (in CSV format) with the current status
of the ESM system. The same export files as indicated under ‘Import and export’ on page 108 will be
exported.



These data files can be used for further analysis of the ESM system by other systems. (amongst
others building management systems).

Create export file checkbox
Tick this checkbox if you want export files to be created daily.
Time: nn:nn drop-down menus
Click in the hours drop-down menu and subsequently the minutes drop-down menu to
choose the time for the daily export file.
Copy export file to FTP server checkbox
Tick this checkbox if you want the export files to be saved to a server.
If you do not tick this checkbox, the export files will only be saved to the ‘ESM web controller’.
FTP server access
Write the access details for the FTP server in the various fields. The required information to
do so can be secured from your ICT manager.

Switching
Enable switching luminaires in ESM checkbox
If you tick this checkbox, you can enable having maintained luminaires switched from this
ESMweb™ application – both manually (see page 39) and automatically (see page 70).
If this checkbox is not ticked, the lamps of all maintained luminaires will be on continuously.
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Import and export
Select Tools in the left pane on the ‘Preferences and settings’ screen to execute the ‘Import and
Export’ commands.

The files you export or import are all in CSV (Comma Separated Values) format (in a .txt file).

Export file
Click on one of the following hyperlinks to open or save a specific file in the folder of your choice.
Export structure hyperlink
With this hyperlink you will export the ‘tree.txt’ file, which includes the ‘logical system structure’ for
the ESM system you have created (see page 95).
Export luminaires hyperlink
With this hyperlink you will export the ‘export.txt’ file, which includes all luminaires in the ESM
system with its most important data.
Export plus hyperlink
With this hyperlink you will export the ‘explus.txt’ file, which includes further details about all
luminaires in the ESM system.
Export product information hyperlink
With this hyperlink you will export the ‘user_ref.txt’ file, which includes the ‘Product information’
you have created (see page 119).

Import file



You can only use the ‘Import file’ function if you, as an ESMweb™ user, have system
management rights (see page 117) and if you have logged on in configuration mode (see
page 16).

During the implementation of a new ESMweb™ environment, configuration data will be entered.
A CSV file with most data can be created in advance to simplify a large implementation. You can
import this file with this function.
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If you have installed ETAP emergency lighting luminaires of a new type, you also have to
download the ‘esm_ref.txt’ file with the latest reference data (see also page 41 and page 98) on
the ETAP website and upload it to ESMweb™.

[Browse]
Click on this button to locate the import file on your PC using the ‘select file’ dialogue window.
After confirmation the path and file name will appear in the field.
[Import]
Click on this button to actively import the file.

Import results
The import of data files into this ESMweb™ application takes place in the background while you
continue to work.
When the import is completed, you can consult the results of the process by clicking on the hyperlink.

Manual backups
[Create manual backup]
Click on this button to create a backup of your ESM system. The backup will be created in the
background while you can continue to work. When the backup is completed, you can consult
the results of the process by clicking on the hyperlink.
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Notifications
Select Notifications in the left pane on the ‘Preferences and settings’ screen to view and update the
following settings.



You can only change the notification settings if you have system management rights (see
page 117).

[Save]
Click on this button at the bottom of the screen to immediately save all changes made on this
screen.



The data entered in the various fields on this screen will be lost if you do not click on [Save].

E-mail
With these settings you can make sure that the ESM web controller sends an a-mail to specific e-mail
addresses for each notification.
Message area
Send an e-mail when a notification situation occurs. checkbox
Activate the e-mail notification with this checkbox.
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Always send an e-mail. checkbox
Tick this checkbox if you always want an e-mail to be sent, even if there is nothing to
report.
To: and Cc:
Write the e-mail addresses that are to receive a notification.
Frequency: drop-down menu
Choose daily or weekly dispatch of notifications from the past period.
Time: nn:nn drop-down menus
Set the time (hours and minutes) at which the e-mail is to be sent with these drop-down
menus.
E-mail language: drop-down menu
Click in the drop-down menu to select the language.
Connection area
Type the access details for the mail server in the various fields. The information required to do so,
can be obtained from your ICT manager.
Server:
Type the name of the mail server.
Port:
Type the communication port of the mail server.
Mail server requires authentication checkbox
Select this checkbox when the mail server requires a user identification.
Username:
Type the user name that is known by the mail server.
Password:
Enter the related password.
Encryption: drop-down menu
Select the required encryption method for data communication.
Sender area
Enter the sender details that will ensure that the ESMweb messages will be recognised by the
recipient.
Name:
Type the name of the sender.
E-mail:
Type the email address of the sender.
[Send test message]
Click this button to send a test message to the recipient(s).

Volt free contacts
Your ‘ESM web controller’ may be equipped with ‘voltage free contact’ modules. These modules pass
on the general status of your ESM emergency lighting system to a building management system or fire
control system through four (galvanically isolated) voltage free contacts.
You can see the status of these four voltage free contacts in this box specified with a green or red
small square. The content of the box will be greyed-out when the ‘voltage free contact’ modules are
not present or operational.
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Active connection
Use these radio buttons to activate or deactivate the ‘voltage free contact’ modules.
Yes radio button
Click this radio button to activate the modules.
No radio button
This radio button will be active by default when the ‘ESM web controller’ and/or the ‘voltage
free contact’ modules are started.
Click this radio button to again deactivate the modules.
Contact 1 – Voltage free contact module OK / Voltage free contact module not OK
The ‘ESM web controller’ checks the connection with the ‘voltage free contact’ modules and its
operation permanently.
A green square indicates that the signals of the ‘voltage free contact’ modules are reliable.
A red square indicates that the connection or the operation is not OK (contact 1 is open).
[Test] / [Stop]
Click the related [Test] button to check the contact.
Next to the label of the contact, “(Test)” will be displayed (as for contact 2 in the figure
above) and the button label will change.
The contact will open during the test. The red square will now indicate that the contact is
operating correctly. Click [Stop] to deactivate the test.
The button will be greyed-out if there is an ESM error; the test cannot be performed when
this is the case.
Contact 2 – No luminaire alarm(s) / Luminaire alarm(s)
A green square indicates that all emergency luminaires of the ESM system operate without
errors.
A red square indicates that an error has been detected for one or more luminaires (contact 2 is
open); also see ‘Error messages’ on page 21.
[Test] / [Stop]
The same applies as for the buttons of contact 1.
Contact 3 – No communication error(s) / Communication error(s)
A green square indicates that there are no communication errors anywhere; not in the ESM
network or in relation to one of the emergency luminaires or devices in the network.
A red square indicates that there is a communication error somewhere (contact 3 is open); also
see ‘Physical network structure’ on page 80.
[Test] / [Stop]
The same applies as for the buttons of contact 1.
Contact 4 – No luminaire in emergency mode / Luminaire(s) in emergency mode
A green square indicates that no emergency luminaire is operating in emergency mode anywhere
or (when in the emergency mode) has been set to rest mode.
A red square indicates that the emergency mode is active somewhere in the ESM system
(contact 4 is open); also see ‘Standby mode or Emergency mode and Rest mode’ on page 19.
[Test] / [Stop]
The same applies as for the buttons of contact 1.
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Reminder
You can view the notifications from the ESMweb™ system on the Dashboard (see page 22). These
notifications must be confirmed.
An expiration date is automatically provided for the notification reminder, in the event that in the
meantime nothing happens to it (see page 23).
The default period between notification confirmation and expiration date is determined here.
Notification confirmation expires by default after: nn days
Write the number of days and click on [Save].
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Users
Select Users in the left pane on the ‘Preferences and settings’ screen to view and update the table
with the user settings.



You can only change user settings if you, as an ESMweb™ user have Management rights (see
page 117).



The name in the first column is the username for the ESMweb™ application and the
corresponding initials are used when said user registers data in the application.

User rights
= applies;

= does not apply.

Enabled
If this field applies, the relevant user can use the application. You can disable the user with ‘does
not apply’ without losing the user's data.
Receptionist
A user with these rights can only consult a limited Dashboard. The receptionist can determine
whether the system is in standby mode, emergency mode, whether there is a ‘communication
failure’ indication and view any notifications or 'confirmed notifications'. He/she cannot change
anything.
Consultation
A user with these rights can consult the Dashboard, all Luminaire information and all
Maintenance information but may not change data.
Maintenance
A user with these rights (for example, a technician) can act on the registration of notifications and
interventions.



This user can change the test and switch settings if they have activated the ‘Configuration
mode’ checkbox when logging on (see page 16).
Management
A user with these rights can change the configuration of the ESM system. To this end they must
furthermore have ticked the ‘Configuration mode’ checkbox when logging on (see page 16).
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The screens to which Management rights apply are explicitly indicated in this manual.

System management
A user with these rights can change the ESMweb™ system data.



The screens to which Management rights apply are explicitly indicated in this manual.

Timeout
If this option applies, the inactive user is automatically logged out of the ESMweb™ application
after the number of minutes indicated in the minutes column (see below).
minutes
The number of minutes after which a user is logged out, where applicable (see above).



If you logged on with ‘Configuration mode active’, you will be automatically logged out after
15 minutes, regardless of your personal setting.

New or change user
With the buttons at the bottom of de user table you can change user settings.
[New]
Click on this button to open the ‘New user’ window.

In this window you can write the new user’s details and tick their user rights (see previous
paragraph on page 114).
Click on [OK] to create the new user.
[Edit]
Select a user in the table and click on this button to open the ‘Edit user’ window (similar to ‘New
user’).
In this window you can change the user’s details and update their user rights (see previous
section on page 114).
Click on [OK] to save the changed user details.
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[Delete]
Select a user in the table and click on this button to open the dialogue window in which you
confirm their removal by clicking on [OK].
[Set password]
Select a user in the table and click on this button to open the ‘Set password’ window. Write the
new password and confirm the new password in the next field. Click on [Set password] to
implement the change.



This function overwrites any existing password.
If a user has forgotten their password, you can use this function to provide them with a new
password.
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User profile
Select User profile in the left pane on the ‘Preferences and settings’ screen to view your user settings.
All users, except the ones with a receptionist profile, can view their profile and amend a number of
settings.

E-mail:
Write your e-mail address here.
Phone
Write your telephone number here.
Rights
The ticked rights apply; you cannot change them.
Their meaning can be viewed in ‘User rights’ on page 114.
Timeout checkbox
If you activate this checkbox, you will be automatically logged out of the ESMweb™ application
after the number of minutes of inactivity in the minute field (see below).
after nn minutes
Write the number of minutes for the timeout (see above).
Language drop-down menu
Click in the drop-down menu and select your language.
[Save]
Click on this button to immediately save all changes made.



The data you enter will be lost if you do not click on [Save].

Set password
You can always change your password on this user profile screen.
[Set password]
Click on this button to open the ‘Set password’ window.
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First write your current password.
Write your new password and confirm the new password in the next field.
Click on [Set password] to implement the change.
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Product information
Select Product information in the left pane on the ‘Preferences and settings’ screen to view and
update the product information below.



You can only change the product information if you have system management rights (see
page 117).

Each luminaire has a reference code – also used as a barcode, which shows how the luminaire is set
up. Mostly this reference is read from the luminaire electronics and converted into recognisable
identifications. See also the various areas in the Details box in the Luminaires module on page 39.
Sometimes it is not possible to carry out this conversion. This is the case, for example, for ESMcontrolled systems with also non-ETAP equipment connected through an EUG (Emergency Unit
Gateway). In this case you can assign references and indicate what a reference stands for.



As system administrator, you can import and/or export the data in this table. See ‘Import and
export’ on page 108.

Reference
This is the reference number specific to some luminaires.
The determination of this number is unrestricted, with the exception of the first character, which
has to be a letter.



This reference number will be used later during the configuration of the system structure,
when you assign detected luminaires to a level; see ‘Assign (and remove) detected
luminaires’ on page 98.
Type number
This is the type of the luminaire, which you will see in reports and on-screen.
Battery code
This is the code for the battery, used in the luminaire, which you will see in reports and on-screen.
Lamp code
This is the code for the lamp, used in the luminaire, which you will see in reports and on-screen.
Lamp life
This is the expected lifetime for the lamp of the luminaire, with 1,000 hours as a unit.
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[New]
Click on this button to define a new reference. Write the details in the fields in the ‘New product
information’ window and click on [OK] to save them.

[Edit]
Select a reference and click on this button to change it. Change the data in the fields in the ‘Edit
product information’ window (similar to the ‘New product information’ window above) and click on
[OK] to save it.
[Delete]
Select a reference and click on this button to remove it after confirming by clicking on [OK] in the
dialogue window.
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Licence information
Select ‘License information’ in the left pane on the ‘Preferences and settings’ screen to view the
‘License information’ below.
If you wish to add luminaires to the ESM system, you can determine here whether your license would
cover these additional luminaires
You also use this screen to renew your licence for a higher maximum number of luminaires. The new
key code that ETAP will issue must be entered here.



You can only enter license information if you have ‘System management’ rights as an
ESMweb™ user (see page 117).

ESM Web Controller box
GUID
ETAP uses the Global Unique Identifier shown here to generate your license code. This is a
unique identification code of your ‘ESM web controller’.
Company
This is the company name that was used for generating the key code.
ESM version
The application version is specified here for information purposes.
Download details hyperlink
You can download and save the basic data for the key code.
License box
License code
Here you see the full license key. This is based on the GUID and company name specified
above and the number of allowed luminaires (see the next field).
Maximum number of units
The license key is valid for the management of an agreed maximum number of luminaires.
Number of detected units
Here you see how many units you are currently using.
New license information
Manual radio button
Activate this radio button if you wish to enter the license code, that ETAP has issued,
manually in the relevant field.
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File upload radio button
Activate this radio button to specify where the file is with the new license code, that
ETAP has issued.
[Browse]
Click on this button to locate the license code file on your computer using the ‘select file’
dialogue window.
After confirmation the path and file name will be displayed in the related input field.
[Save]
Click on this button at the bottom of the screen to save all changes you have made on this
screen.
The indicated license code file may be uploaded.



The data entered in the various fields on this screen will be lost if you do not click on [Save].
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Administrator settings
Select Administrator settings in the left pane on the ‘Preferences and settings’ screen to view and, if
required, adjust the used ‘ESM network’ settings.



You can only enter administrator settings if you have ‘System management’ rights as an
ESMweb user (see page 117).
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The ‘ESM network’ configuration that follows from these settings can be viewed in ‘Physical network
structure’ on page 80.
Network settings box
Here you set the network address of the ‘ESM web controlle’ within your company. If you do not
have this performed automatically, your ICT manager can provide this data.
DHCP radio button
Activate this radio button if the address is assigned automatically.
Manual radio button
Activate this radio button when the address is fixed.
IP address
Write the four numbers of the Internet Protocol (IP) address.
NetMask
Write the four numbers of the related subnet mask.
Default gateway
Write the four numbers of the default Internet gateway.
Domain name
Enter the domain name of the network to which the ESMweb controller belongs.
DNS servers
Enter the names of the used DNS servers.
Host name
Enter the name of the host server.
Date and time box
Here you set the data for the ‘Network Time Protocol’ within your company. This is important for
synchronising data exchange between the ‘ESM web controller’ and any COM servers.
Manual radio button
Activate this radio button if you wish to set a date and time manually in the related fields.
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Default ntp servers radio button
Activate this radio button if you wish to copy the date and time from an Internet server
automatically.
Custom ntp servers radio button
Activate this radio button when your company uses its own server for setting the date and
time.
Your ICT manager should provide this data after which you can enter it in the relevant field.
‘ESM Central Server’. This is the only option if you use the VPN system (see below).
Timezone
Select the right time zone for the location of the system
VPN box
Here you activate the connection with the ‘Virtual Private Network’ of ETAP’s
‘ESM Central Server’.
The advantage of this working method is that you can also retrieve the data from your ESM
system everywhere outside your company network.
VPN IP address
This is the Internet address of the ‘ESM Central Server’.
VPN user name
This is the user name with which your company is known on the ‘ESM Central Server’.
VPN configured
A ‘Yes’ in this field specifies that the VPN configuration for your connection with the
‘ESM Central Server’ is fully prepared and executed.
Activate VPN
Yes / No radio buttons
Click on Yes if the access to your ‘ESM web controller’ should be used through the
‘ESM Central Server’ with VPN.
Click on No to deactivate this connection option.
VPN connection (advanced)
Activate the required protocol type of the VPN connection.
TCP radio button
UDP radio button
This is the default protocol that is used.
TCP via HTTP proxy radio button
Use this protocol for additional security and enter the IP address, Port, User name and
Password of the proxy server.
[Save]
Click on this button in the centre of the screen to save all changes you have made on this screen
above this button.



The data entered in the various fields on this screen above this [Save] button will be lost if you
do not click on [Save].
The changes in the boxes below this button have an immediate result.

COM server box
The COM servers that are connected to your company network are shown in this box. The
‘ESM web controller’ of your ESM system will also be regarded to be a COM server.
You select from the other COM servers those that are used for your ESM network.
ESM communication ports
button to again delete the COM
Select here a COM server if required and click on the
server (and the access to the related luminaires) from the ESM network.
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Available communication ports
Select here a COM server if required and click on the
button to add the COM server
(and the access to the related luminaires) to the ESM network.
[Add COM server]
Sometimes the required COM server will not be displayed automatically.
When this is the case, click this button to open the ‘Add COM server’ dialogue window.
Type the 4 digits of the Internet Protocol address in this window and click [OK].
ESMweb will add the COM server to the ‘ESM communication ports’ table.
[Show configuration]
Select one of the added or available COM servers and click on this button to view the
configuration of this COM server in a new browser tab page.
Information about these settings can be found in the new tab page and/or the related manual
of the COM server and/or your ICT manger can provide this.



You cannot retrieve the configuration of the ‘ESM web controller’ here (the button is
greyed out when you select the ‘ESM web controller’).
[Delete COM server]
A COM server that has at least one error can (and should) be deleted by clicking this button.
Restore box
You can use an earlier created backup file of the ‘ESM web controller’ through these fields to
restore the former ESM configuration (see Settings on page 106).
[Browse...]
Click on this button to find the backup file on a server or PC using the 'Select file' dialogue
window.
[Restore]
Click on this button to start restoring the specified backup file.
Allowed reporting time wireless luminaires
Here you can specify how long the communication to wireless luminaires may be interrupted
before an error is raised. Typically used in noisy or high occupied RF environments like public
places (train stations, …), schools and hospitals.
The time specified is in seconds. The device will reboot after saving a new value.
Restore results box
The result of the ‘restore backup’ procedure is shown in this box; you can, for example, see the
date of the backup.
Reboot ESM web controller box
Click on the [Reboot ESM web controller] button to have the ESM web controller restart.
This function should be used as an exception, for example, when asked to use it by ETAP or ICT
experts.
Shutdown ESM web controller box
Click on the [Shutdown ESM web controller] button to shutdown the ESM web controller safely
before disconnecting the power supply to the controller.
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Battery charge failure

The defect of the battery has been found either during the
control or during the duration test. The battery does not deliver
enough energy for the lamp to burn during the assumed
duration. Replace the batteries to solve this problem.

Battery duration

The battery duration is the period of time during which a battery
can make the lamp burning until it is completely empty. The
battery duration is measured during a duration test.
A luminaire needs to deliver certain duration, mostly 1 or 3
hours. When the measured duration is lower than the assumed
duration, this will result in a battery charge failure. The battery
has to be replaced then.
(See also Duration and Duration test)

Code

(Luminaires module): a unique combination of numbers or
letters assigned by the user to the luminaire during
commencement of operation.

CSV-file

Comma Separated Values
A comma-separated values (CSV) file is used for the digital
storage of data structured in a table of lists form. Each
associated item (member) in a group is in association with
others also separated by the commas of its set. Each line in the
CSV file corresponds to a row in the table. Within a line, fields
are separated by commas, each field belonging to one table
column. Since it is a common and simple file format, CSV files
are often used for moving tabular data between two different
computer programs, for example between a database program
and a spreadsheet program.

Duration

When the power supply fails, the emergency lighting will start
burning for a certain amount of time. The energy of the built-in
battery of the luminaire determines the duration. The most
common duration imposed by the general standards amounts
to 1 or 3h.

Duration test

The duration test tests whether the lamp will keep on burning
during the assumed time. In other words, it checks if the battery
contains enough energy to meet the assumed duration.

Duration test permanently deferred
The duration test is deferred when the batteries are not charged
completely. After a few unsuccessful attempts, the luminaire will
indicate a failure. To avoid this or put it right, the luminaire has
to be put under continuous tension (this means, it may not be
part of a switched circuit).
A luminaire with a deferred duration test failure may not work
properly in case of an emergency.
EBS

The ETAP Battery System consists of one (smart or not smart)
battery unit to which a large number of luminaires are
connected without their own batteries.

Electronics failure

During the last function test an internal electronics failure
occurred. Return the luminaire to ETAP for repair.
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Embedded web server

A web server is a computer program, which receives
requirements and sends documents via a network. This
program is integrated in the software of a hardware device (in
this case the ESM web controller).

Emergency mode

The condition of the luminaires during power failure: the light
source works on energy provided by the battery.

ESM web controller

The device, which contains the electronics necessary to run
ESMweb™ to control and manage an emergency installation.

EUG

Emergency Unit Gateway; this device translates ESM to DALI
used by emergency units.

Expected lifetime of the light source
This is the expected lifetime of a certain kind of light source. It
is not similar to the guaranteed lifetime.
Export

Make files in CSV-format (see CSV-file) with the status of the
ESM-installation. These data-files can be used for further
analysis of the ESM-installation by other systems.

Extended duration

The luminaire will keep on burning for 2 minutes after the power
is back (also for non-maintained luminaires). This will avoid
instability of the system when the power fails again after a short
period.

Function test

The function test tests the correct transition to emergency
mode.

GUID

Global Unique Identifier.
A GUID is a pseudorandom number used in software
applications. It is supposed to be unique all over the world. It
contains a total number of unique keys (2128 or 3,4028×1038)
which makes the chance on creating exactly the same GUID
twice, very small.

Import

During the installation of a new ESMweb™-environment
configuration data are imported.
To make a large installation easier you can make a CSV-file
(see CSV-file) with most data. This file can be imported in
ESMweb™.

Incandescent lamp failure

During the last function test it appeared that the incandescent
lamp does not burn anymore. This lamp indicates the charging
of the battery. (Only for France and Spain)

Inhibiting mode

Inhibiting mode prevents the battery from emptying during
emergency mode. This is primarily applied on an emergency
lighting luminaire in a technical space such as a power cabin. It
gives the electrical engineer light when needed to repair the
power failure. The luminaire will start burning by handling the
external switch.

Lamp failure

During the last function test, following appeared: the lamp is not
burning, it is burning too weak or it started burning too slow.
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Lamp function time

ESMweb™ registers continuously how many hours the lamp of
a luminaire has been burning. With these data, you can decide
when the lamps have to be replaced and your preventive
maintenance can be organized.

Level-illustration

An illustration (pictures map or plan) linked to a selected level
(space, floor, building, or site). On this illustration, the
underlying levels are indicated with a rectangle. You need
access to the illustration file via the PC by which you configure
the web controller. The characteristics, which the file must
have, are shown in the section under the name of the level.

Light sensor failure

During the last function test, following appeared; incoming light
has misled the light sensor or the light sensor is defect.

Logbook

This is the list of all notifications per luminaire with detailed
information. (Mandatory according to EN50172)

Logical system structure

The tree structure with an overview of all luminaires in the
installation.

Maintained or Non-maintained

The light source burns continuously for maintained luminaires;
even when there is power. The light source of non-maintained
luminaires will only burn during a power failure. When the
power returns, the light source will go off.

No communication

There is an interruption between the “ESM web controller” and
the ESM-installation or a luminaire.

Non-maintained or Maintained

see Maintained

Notification

ESMweb™ indicates electronics-, lamp- or battery failures by
notifications. These notifications are shown on the dashboard.

Rest mode

When a luminaire detects a power failure, it will go in
emergency mode. The light source works on energy provided
by the battery. The emergency mode of the luminaire can be
switched of; this means that the luminaire can be put into rest
mode.
This can be done
1) To save the energy of the battery during a power failure
2) During a deliberate power failure.
Through the assignment, Emergency mode the condition can
be put back into emergency mode. When the power returns, the
condition of the luminaire will automatically switch from rest
mode or emergency mode to standby mode.

Serial number

The serial number is a unique number of six characters that is
pre-programmed in each ESM-luminaire. For example 003A96

SOAP interface

Simple Object Access Protocol
A computer protocol used for communication between various
components. SOAP is a protocol, which sends Extensible Markup Language (XML)-messages over HTTP, SMTP, HTTPS or
FTP.

Standby mode

Power is available and no failure has been found during the last
test.
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Switch

Maintained luminaires in a building can be switched; on the one
hand by switching them physically with switches in the power
circuits, on the other hand by switching these luminaires
through ESM: manually or automatically. When both are
allowed, the luminaire has to be switched on locally to allow
switching by ESM.

Switch off

This assignment switches the selected burning maintained
luminaires off.

Switch on

This assignment switches the selected burning maintained
luminaires on.

Switch settings

Reproduction of and possibility to change the automatic
switching details of the selected luminaire.

Test settings
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General

Standby mode

Emergency mode

Refresh mode

New information

Help

Dashboard

Luminaires

Maintenance

Management

Preferences and settings

No communication

Systems overview

Dashboard
Standby mode

Running duration tests

Notifications

Confirmed notifications

Luminaires
Selected luminaire

Not selected luminaire

Systems overview
Selected EBS unit
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Maintenance
No communication

Lamp failure

Incandescent lamp failure

Light sensor failure

Battery charge failure

Electronics failure

Emergency mode (luminaire)

Rest mode

Function test

Duration test

Duration test deferred

Duration test permanently
deferred

Test result ok

Maintained

Non-maintained

Other appliance

Standby mode

ESM on, local on => lamp on

ESM on, local off => lamp off

ESM off, local on => lamp off

Print report

Own settings

Selected luminaire

Not selected luminaire

Selected EBS unit

Not selected EBS unit

Add date

Remove date
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Management
Add level

Remove level

Remove map from level

Level connected to illustration

Draw a rectangle to mark an underlying level region on the map

Remove an underlying level region from the map

Remove the luminaire from the map

Place a luminaire on the map

Move upwards

Move downwards

Move to the left

Move to the right

Open complete tree structure

EBS unit

Selected luminaire

Not selected luminaire

Selected EBS unit

Not selected EBS unit

Unassign luminaire

Assign luminaire
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